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.Racers win
conference

House approves budget
Assodated Press
The House has approved a two-year,
$18.5 billion budget that includes about
$200 million in additional revenues from
a proposed hike in the cigarette tax.
Lawmakers approved the spending
plan by a vote of 84-14.
Smokers would pay an additional 25
cents a pack for cigarettes to generate
money to help the state cope with a projected $900 million financial shortfall.
The budget proposal also contains revenue from higher taxes on other tobacco
products and a variety of business services to generate an additional $95 million.
The additional revenue created under
the measure will be used across state
government, particularly in education
and human services. Teachers would get
a 4 percent pay raise over two years at an
additional cost of $195 million. Universi-

Staff Report
For the first time in school history, the
women's basketball team will compete
in the NCAA tournament.
Saturday, the Racers clinched the
Ohio Valley Conference title by defeating the Eastern Dlinois Panthers, 69-58.
After fmishlng the regular season with
a 21-7 record, the Racers went into the
conference tournament as the No. 3
seed, but ultimately came out as the
team on top after defeating Morehead
State in the first round, Samford in the
semifinal round and finally Eastern.
The team's first-round NCAA opponent will be selected Monday.
For the full story see sports, lB and 2B.

Elaine K•ghVThe News

The women's basketball team raises Its championship trophy after clinchIng the OVC title saturday. The team will play In the NCAA tournament

ties would get an additional $263 million.
Revenue from the taxes coupled with
cost-saving provisions would generate
some $800 million over the next two
years. One of the largest of those provisions calls for restructuring and refinancing general fund debts to save about $300
million over two years.
House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee Chairman Harry Moberly, DRichmond, said the plan calls for eliminating the positions of more than 3,000
state employees expected to retire by
year's end. That move, Moberly said,
would save about $85 million a year.
The plan also calls for adjusting the
state's "floating" gas tax quarterly rather
than yearly - a move that would more
quickly raise state revenue as fuel prices
increase.
About $130 million of the money generated would go to a variety of health and
human service programs.

University installs new telephone emergency system
Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer
Last Friday, Murray State experienced
the flrst test of the telephone emergency
notiflcatioo system coming to ~ampus in
efforts of further protecting and informing students.
While the notification system represents another effort to heighten awareness on ~mpus, David McGary, Murray
State telecommunications manager, said
while the precaution's broader aim is to
protect students, the new installation will
most directly affect the University~
ulty and staff.
"The faculty and staff that support student teaching and learning will have
immediate access to information that
they can then share with students in
classrooms and buildings throughout
campus," McGary said.
McGary said faculty and staff will not
be required to undergo training to know
bow to react appropriately to emergency
notificatiorlS. Instead, McGary said

see IAIIIIC 3A

Staff Congress discusses timeline for interim hires
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
When David Wilson was
appointed interim housing
director in 2001 by University
President Kern Alexander, he
thought ·it would be a temporary position. Five years
later, Wilson was finally
given the position of director
of housing by current President Randy Dunn.
Although he was given no
official reason for the five
year wait by either former
President King Alexander or
the Board of Regents, Wilson
said he believes it might be
related to the law suit
because of the 1998 Hester
College ftre which resulted in
the death of one student.
Nevertheless, Wilson said
· his amount of time he an
interim was excessive and
doesn't want others to go
through the same long
process.
"I think it would be appropriate to come up with a time
frame so that the person in
that position could know
what their commitment
would be expected to be,"
Wilson said.
Wilson is not alone in his
desire to see some uniformity. On January 29,2008, Murray State's Staff Congress
passed a resolution recom-

mending
an interim
policy to
make the
process
clearer
and more
standardized for all
involved
parties.
Gary
Michael
Busby, sys- Brockway
tem man- Provost and
ager
for Vice President
the midof Student
America
Affairs
Remote
Sensing Center, is the cochair of the Staff Congress
Policy and Beneflts Committee.
"It was brought to the
attention of the Policies and
Benefits committee of the
Staff Congress that some staff
members had been in interim
positions
for
excessive
amounts of time," Busby said.
"l went and checked with our
benchmark universities to
find out what a normal
amount of time is, because
excessive can be relative. 1
found that usually four years
is extreme and rare and flve
years is really out there."
The Policy and Benefits
Committee came up with six
points why the University
needs an interim policy: to

prevent abusing the good will
of the appointed staff, to
defme the job role clearly so
there is no confusion, to protect the person's prior job and
any associated benefits, to
ensure compensation commiserates with the new
duties, to ensure a search is
undertaken for someone to
fill the position permanently
and to ensure equity across
campus so aU interims
receive the same treatment.
In addition, Busby said the
policy could also be used to
enhance the communication
between Human Resources,
the potential supervisors and
the future interim.
"We need to make sure the
interim has the abilities and
qualifications to take the job,"
Busby said. "We don't need to
just stick someone in a position because they are the only
ones available. We need to go
over the job description with
them thoroughly."
Gary Brockway, provost
and vice president for Academic Affairs, appoints people
to positions in Academic
Affairs and said other areas of
the University operate similarly to his in regards to interims.
"Interim appointments are
made while a search for the
permanent position is being
conducted," Brockway said

via e-mail. "Normally an
interim appointment is for a
year or less, depending when
the appointment is made. It is
normally a year long process
to advertise, interview and
select an individual to be
named to the position on a
permanent basis."
"In special cases, an interim
may continue beyond a normal one-year period if the
search does not produce an
adequate pool of candidates
or if the position is being
reviewed with regard to its
responsibilities and/or for
floancial considerations."
Dunn said he became
aware of some of the interimrelated problems when be
arrived at Murray State.
"I didn't find a large number of people necessarily
given an institution of this
size, but what I did discover
was that the University was
in the habit of leaving people
in the interim role a long and
extended period of time,
probably longer than what 1
think would be the standard,"
Dunn said. "I think generally
since we work in the academic year, anything greater than
a year in the interim role is
probably both unfair to the
candidate and unfair to the
institution."

see IITEIIM, 3A

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

SGA makes plans
to restructure bylaws
Jason Morrow
Staff writer
The Student Government
Association has been taking a
hard look at election rules
and procedures to possibly
implement
substantial
changes before student elections in April.
Wes Hunt, junior from
Crayne, ' Ky., was appointed
to become the chair of the
Election Ways and Means
Committee. Hunt said the
goal for the committee is to
make comprehensive and
critical analysis of the election rules and change the bylaws as needed.
In last year's elections
there were several accusations of election violations
brought against SGA President Eric King, to the student
government judicial board.
King was found guilty by the
judicial board of a class two
offense, which was punishable by disqualification. The
problem, Hunt said, was
there was no appeals process
for King to make a case for
himself. The appeal was

flnally taken before University president Randy Dunn
who overturned the judicial
board's ruling over the summer.
"The events of last year .
looked bad for the University
and made SGA not look credible in handling its own matters," Hunt said. "The purpose this year is to keep SGA
matters within SGA."
The committee has worked
rigorously to have a draft of
the new bylaws ready before
Spring Break.
"It's been a pretty intensive process because we've
only started at the beginning
of this semester," Hunt said.
"We're trying to get it done
before the elections this
year."
The committee aims to
clarify election rules, Hunt
said. It is also hoping to
establish an ethics committee. The purpose of the
ethics committee is to hear
any sort of accusations made
by a candidate. If the ethics
committee does not deem

seeSCl 3A
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IPolice Beat ----------

This week
Today
•U a.m. Organization of Murray Art Students Silent Auction and Bake Sale; Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge; ends at
3p.m.
•5:30 p.m. Easter Egg Hunt; Q.uad; ages
infant to 12, free
e6 p.m. "Adults Belong in College Information Night" admission procedures and
filing for financial aid; Curris Center
Cumberland Room; call 809-2186 for
more information, free
•8 p.m. Slide Advantage Concert; Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center Performing Arts
Hall, free

Friday
•Noon Baseball vs. Butler University;
Reagan Field, free
•Midnight Library logo contest deadline;
call809-2391 for more information

March 24
-a..es Resume
•4 p.m. Irish Diaspora Lecture Series with
Sally Barr Ebest "Irish American Women
at Mid-century: The Wages of 'Sin";
Room 208 Faculty Hall, free
•S p.m. Residential College Association
meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room;
students may share issues; open to the
public

Coming Up

•Aprtll Jeff Allen concert Lovett Auditorium at
7:30p.m.
•Aprtl3 tarlcatln Ml9ntts; Currts Center Rodtlno Chllr 1.oun9e trom 9 a.m. -1 p.m..

Now Playing
Cinema International

1

Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theater. Admission is free.

Marc:h6

l:2S a.m. A caller from U.S. Hwy.
641 North and Radio Road reported a vehicle off the road possibly
having car trouble. The Calloway
County Sherifi's Office was notified.
I
l2:l6 p.m. A caller frOm the Hart
1
I College lobby reported being
I
'•
light-headed and requested Emeril
l
gency Medical Services. EMS
transported the person to the
emergency room. An officer took
a report.
1:24 p.m. Murray State parking
enforcement at University Drive
located a parking permit that was
reported stolen. An officer took a
report.
3:25 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Brittany Trimble. junior from Smithland, Ky.,
II
'
for expired vehicle registration.
'
4=49 p.m. A.student at Public Safety reported their wallet and cell
phone were missing from the
Elaine Kight/The News
Carr Health Center. An officer
•2:30 p.m. Men's and women's teDDJa n. 1
took a report for theft by unlawful
Teoneasee State Uoivenlty; Purcell Tentaking more than $300.
nil Courts, free

March 25

.,
"

l

''

~

1

'

•

\'\

•9 a.m. 4-H Horse Judging; Expo Center;
ends at 2 p.m., free
•10 a.m. Cap and Gown Portraits Grad
Fair; Curris 'center; ends at 6 p.m.
•11 a.m. Organization of Murray Art Students Silent Auction; Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge; ends at 3 p.m.
•S p.m. Campus Activities Board meeting;
Curris Center Barkley Room; students
may share issues; open to the public
•8 p.m. Lovett Live presents the David
Condos Band; Lovett Auditorium, $5
•8 p.m. Faculty Recital with flutist' Jennifer Mazzoni and pianist Matthew Mazzoni; Price Doyle Fine Arts Center Performing Arts Hall, free
8 p.m. Alliance meeting; Curris Center
Cumberland Room; open to the public

, March7

March 26

"'God Grew Tired of Us• (USA):
March 27-29
XX11 River's Edge Pllm Pestival
April3-5

the news
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•10 a.m. Cap and Gown Portraits Grad
Fair; Curris Center; ends at 6 p.m.
•3 p.m. Baseball vs. Lipscomb University;
Reagan Field, free
•4 p.m. Hump Night-Study Night; Curris
Center Marvin D. Mills Multicultural
Center, free
•S p.m. Sh\dent Government Senate meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room; students may share issues: open to the public
•S p.m. Dinner; Newman House, free
•7 p.m. Christ . Ambassadors Weekly
Word and Worship; Curris Center Theater

Hall reported a parking sign lying
on the ground. An officer said the
sign was broken off at the ground
and took a report for third degree
criminal mischief.
8:23 p.m. A caller from the Curris
Center reported people sliding
down the hill by the footbridge.
An officer told the people to slide
away from traffic.
8:S2 p.m. A caller from the footbridge by the Curris Center
reported children throwing snowballs at vehicles on Chestnut
Street. The children were gone
upon officer arrival.

March8
1:02 a.m. .Murray State Police at
College Courts a rrested Derik
Manis, nonstudent from Murray,
for second degree wanton endangerment. Manis was driving recklessly around the Curris Center
on a four-wheeler. When officers
arrived, Manis drove north
through the residential college
area, Collese Courts and the
Wellness Center. When officers
caught him at the W ellness Center, Manis drove directly at one of
the officers, nearly hitting him.

Presents:
The

PROVOST PREMIE.R E
TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS

The Top Four Speakers from the Residential College
Debate Societies Will Argue for the Cash Prizes and the First Place Titles

White-Clark vs. Regents-Hester
Michael McLaurine and Traci Rose vs. April Payne and Megan Parks
(Government Team)
(Opposition Team)
This House Will Abolish Extra Credit Opportunities at Murray State University

With Guest Judges:
Honorable Bill Cunningham, Supreme Court Justice

March9
12:08

4:35 a.m. A caller from Wilson

THE MSU SPEECH AND DEBATE UNION

Manis' four-wheeler was removed
from campus by Burl's Wrecker
Service.
9:2S a.m. The residence director
at New Clark College said a thirdfloor tamper alarm was going off.
The alarm was caused by steam
from a shower. Central Plant, the
Murray Fire Department and the
state fire marshal were notified.
An officer took a report.
1:41 p.m. The residence director at
College Courts said a window
was broken. People covered up
the window and cleaned up the
glass. An officer contacted Central Plant for a work order. An
officer took a report.

LJD. A caller from White
College said four people were
fighting in front of the college.
The people were gone on officer
arrival.
3:43 a.m. The Murray Police
Department said Emergency
Medical Services was requested
to a fourth-floor room in New
Clark College. A resident was
passed out with shallow breathing. EMS took the student to the
emergency room. An officer took
a report.
S:OS a.m. A caller from Springer
College reported the smell of
marijuana on the second floor.
Murray State Police issued a cita. tion to William C. Sullivan, senior
from Penrod, Ky., for possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

MarchiO
8:18 a.m. Murray State Police
reported two damaged stop signs
located near Richmond and
Franklin Colleges. Facilities Management was notified.
2:40 p.m. A caller from 14th and
Pa~ streets reported ~ on
the sidewalk. Facilities Management was notified.
3:43 p.m. An officer at College

Courts reported a person was
was driving a vehicle erratically,
but was actually being taught to
drive. The officer told the driver
to practice at Roy Stewart Stadium.
9'J9 p.m. A caller from Hart College said people were smoking on
the second-floor balcony. Housing was notified.

Marchll
3:23 a.m. A caller from Hart College wanted to speak with an officer because he or she feared their
roommate. The request was
referred to housing. An officer
took a report.
8:50 a.m. A Murray State Police
officer, south of New Clark College, issued a citation to Nathan
Moretto, nonstudent from Murray, for speeding and for driving
with an expired vehicle registration.
9:47 a.m. Murray State Police, at
Shroat Drive, issued a citation to
Derrick L Healey, freshman from
Evansville, Ind., for driving with a
suspended operator's license and
speeding.
4.'()8 a.m. The residence director
at Richmond College reported
water coming from the wall near
the sink in a room on the third
floor.

Motorist assists 5
Racer escorts - 1
Arrests -I

Robin Plwl~ assiatclnt .Nfwt Bditor, compiles Police Beat with
materials Public Safety provides.
All dispatched calls are not listed.
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Kentucky Supreme Court, First District

Honorable Robert A. Coleman, Mayor ProTem and City Commissioner
City of Paducah, Kentucky

Mrs. Trudy McFarlane, Executive Director and Communication Consultant
Glendale Place Retirement Community of Murray, Kentucky

• 5uPjan Stevens • Modest Mouse •

Monday-Friday at 7 p.m. I Saturdays at 2 p.m.
~isten online at wkms,org

Dr. Brian Clardy, Assistant Professor and Research Scholar
Department of History at Murray State University

Mrs. Re'Nita Avery-Meriwether, Student Life Associate/Coordinator
Curris Center Administration Office at Murray State University

Thursday, March 27th
7:30pm
Wrather Museum Auditorium
The Speech and Debate Union Supports the American Democracy Project
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WARNING
From Pagel
University faculty and staff will consult the
green, Emergency Procedures Guide flip chart
distributed throughout campus for emergencyspecific directions.
"No training is required," McGary said. "The
phone message automatically appears on the
screen of each VolP phone and the voice message will play automatically. After this. faculty
will communicate with students in the way
most appropriate for the setting at the time of
the specific emergency."
Becky Watts, deputy to the President, said
University officials have also considered an
outdoor warning system. To achieve this goal,

communication from the University. To prevent such situations, Watts said officials have
begun to make conscious effort to prevent over
informing the campus.
"OVl'r the last months. the number of all-user
student c·mails has significantly decreased
because Dr. Dunn cxpn•ssed interest in staving
back those messages for serious emergencies,"
Watts said. "Jn fact, we started the Roundabout
Murray electronic newsletter that only goes
out once a week, to prevent students from
being inundates with frequent all-user e·mail."
While Murray State rect•ives feedback from
students and faculty on the campus, Watts said

the University will consider sending emergency text messages to stuucnts and soon tl~st
an outdoor announcement system.
"The out'door notifications system will not
only be able to be heard in outside arcns, but
also within buildings just like tornado sirens
and things like that," McGary said. "To combat
the concern that some would not be able to
hear warnings if they were too far away from
the siren speakers, we are also working on text
messages to students, too."
With these new notification systems, officials fear students would become desensitized
and see safety notifications as unne~essary

experts on campus from departments like
Facilities Management, and Public Safety ulso
contribute ideas. Watts said, Don Robertson,
vice president for Student Affairs, recently created a committee to prevent minor problems
from escalating to major security issues.
"We have a variety of inputs of information
not just from within the University," Watts
said.
"Murray State is, and has always been,
tapped into the current trends, technologies.
and pr~1ctices used nationwide."
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at clayton.vertrces@murraystate.cdu.

INTERIM

SGA

From Pagel

From Pagel

According to Dunn, searches for
vacant positions typically begin right
away and can take from six months to a
year depending on the position. He said,
however, he doesn't believe in creating a
university policy dictating how fast the
searches begin.
"I don't think there should be a hard
and fast rule that says when a search
should or has to begin," Dunn said.
"Things change. Budgets, needs of
departments, the focus of the University."
Even though Dunn does not support a
policy, dictating the search process, he is
in favor of creating a policy that would
help decide how long an interim should

serve in that capacity.
"I do think we could benefit from a pol·
icy that indicates how long someone
serves in an interim capacity without at
least reviewing that interim appointment
and having to renew it or something,"
Dunn said. "In general, I said I like a year
at most for an appointment. I'm not saying they should all be for a year: that's
just kind of a maximum amount of time. I
could see in a very unusual circumstance
maybe extending thut appointment by
some period of time, but there should be
a review."
• Dunn also said interims arc free to
include the experience they gained from
that position on their resume if they

decide to apply for the permanent position.
"For an interim position, you set up
requirements for the position related to
the duties, tasks and responsibilities for
that position," Dunn said. "So just
becaUSft someone has served as an
incumbent doesn't rnean that there aren't
other people out there with the background to fulfill the duties, task and
responsibilities. but as far as counting it
on a resume, it's legitimate to show that
you've had that interim position on a
resume. There's nothing wrong with thnt
at all ."
Amand3 Crider can be reached :Jt amanda.cridcr@murra}·state.cdu.

the accusations credible. the accuser may appeal to the judicial
b{lard if they believe the laws were not carried out correctly,
or if there is new evidence to prc.sent to the case.
After the events of last year, King said the election bylaws
were the No. 1 internal priority for SGA.
"I didn't want a student to go through the same frustration
and compliC41tion as 1 had to go through in order to get elected
as student body president," King said.
•
Once the election rules and procedures arc analyzed and :
found to be satisfactory under legal standards, they will be
submitted and voted on by the SGA senate. King is optimistic
about the new process.
"These rules will be effective," King said. "I never want to
hear of a case where a student was disqualified for no legitimate reason. Basicnlly. we're not going to have a judicial board '
dictate the election result~. That's not fair, it's not equal and
that's not even part of the idea of government."

Jason Morrow can be reached at jasorunorrow(@murraystate.edu.
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Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Climbing the ladder from the inside
~OU~ PAPE~S FIN-ALL~

CAME
TO P~OMOTE ~OU
UP F~OM INTElUM TO FULLTIME FACULTY.
TH~OUGH

Interim staff members
wait for permanent jobs
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News.
The dictionary defmes the word interim as "for or during an
intervening period of time which is temporary or provisional."
Yet, at Murray State, interim has a very different meaning when
it comes in front of a job title.
In the hiring process, many universities place interim, meaning
temporary, applicants into positions to help the University make
smooth transition to the next candidate.
Many of these interim positions are necessary to the operation
of the University, like department chairs or directors of various
campus departments.
For example, David Wilson, now the full-time Housing director,
ftlled the interim position for five years, preforming all the duties
of a hired Housing director.
Currently, there is no University policy or restriction on how
long a person can hold an interim position without the University hiring the incumbent, but a proposal for a policy change has
been brought before the Board of Regents.
University President Randy Dunn agrees keeping someone in
a an interim position more than a year isn't fair to that person or
the University.
"I like a year, at most, for an appointment," Dunn said. "I'm not
saying they should all be for a year; that's just kind of a maximum
amount of time. I could see in a very unusual circumstance
maybe extending that appointment by some period of time, but
there should be a review."
A reason for the University's lethargy may be an economic one.
It costs less to keep an interim in a position than it does to hire
someone permanently.
Another problem with the current interim process is the University sometimes fails to look outside the area to fmd new faculty members. It is a common practice at Murray State to fill
open positions with interims already at the University and then
post the job opening later. Following protocol, job openings must
be advertised and the interview process must be conducted.
Perhaps because of lack of funds, costly nationwide searches
for positions are rarelY. conducted, so many positions are filled
from within the area. T his is a precarious hiring practice because
it can lead to favoritism and a lack of staff diversity.
The University should go above and beyond to try to find qualified applicants to fill crucial jobs on campus as soon as they
open.
Unfortunately, they cannot always be found in Murray. If we
are a campus of diversity, shouldn't the people running it be
diverse as well?

a

t CAN SEE THAT
~ou ~ ~E SPEECHLESS.

Policies on gender equity followed closely

1

what do you think•••
Should the University try to fill interimpositions more quickly?

In My
Opinion

"No, I don't think it really matters."
Arsenio cash • Mayfield, Ky.
junior

"Yes, it gives students more
opportunities."

Tyler Lampley· Fairfield, Ill.
senior

Becky
Watts
Becky Watts is
deputy to the Presi·
dent at Murray
State University.

''Yes, while still
making sure a good decision is made."
Chrissy Williams • Columbia, Mo.
senior

"I would think it would be more beneficial
to fill them quickly."
Elizabeth lawrence • Benton, Ky.
sophomore
Hannah Dingess/The Nt!WS

As a woman, and more importantly as an individual who embraces fairness and justice, I am
compelled to set the record straight following the
commentary in the Feb. 29 edition of The Murray
State News.
While I respect the writer's passion and concern for justice, I am concerned that she failed to
consider Murray State's policies and practices
when writing her commentary. As a result, her
opinion made a number of inaccurate assertions
about gender equity at Murray State.
Murray State University does indeed have poli·
cies in place that clearly define leave rights and
benefits that both predate and go above and
beyond the requirements of the .Federal Family
and Medical Leave Act. The passage of FMLA in
1993 required all public and private employers
with 50 or more employees to grant up to 12 weeks
of unpaid leave per year to employees who need
to care for family members. Murray State's policy,
already in place well before FMLA passed in 1993,
is more generous than the law requires, offering
up to six months of unpaid leave. The University
publishes this policy in the Faculty Handbook, the
Staff Handbook and the Personnel Policies and
Procedures Manual.
This policy directly addresses the issue of job
security, stating that regardless of gender, a faculty or staff member may be granted up to six
months unpaid, job-secured leave following childbirth or adoption, if the faculty or staff member
has exhausted his/her vacation and sick leave.
The policy also states, except for a situation like
downsizing or layoffs, that Murray State will
restore the employee to the position held when
the leave commenced, or to an equivalent position
with equivalent benefits, pay and other terms and
conditions of employment.
As further support for its employees, Murray
State continues to pay the University's share of
the employee's health insurance while he or she is
on leave as if the employee were still working. An
employee who has exhausted all accrued sick and
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vacation leave may be placed on a leave of
absence without pay for one year (including the
six months family medical leave) from the date
that paid sick leave and vacation leave were
exhausted if the employee has a minimum of one
year of service with the University.
Murray State's tenure policy specifically provides accommodation for individuals seeking
policy states that
tenure who take leave.
leaves taken during an individual's tenure probationary period shall not constitute a break-in service. Thls provides an assurance in University
policy that taking leave of any kind does not put
an individual's potential for tenure at risk. In
essence, this allows the tenure clock to "pause"
while the individual is on leave.
The salary equity concerns in the Feb. 29 editorial failed to recognize progress the University
has made and continues to make since the completion of the faculty salary equity study in 2006.
For the past several years, the University has des·
ignated a pool of funds to address salary
inequities on a case-by-case basis. Adjustments
are determined by examining individual salaries,
taking into account the particular discipline along
with the individual's academic preparation and
years of experience.
University President Randy Dunn works close·
ly with the Faculty Senate, Staff Congress, Faculty
Regent. Staff Regent and committees in the University Governance System, including the Faculty
and Staff Insurance and Benefits Committee, to
dlr;cuss and address concerns. Each of these bodies effectively represents and advocates for its
constituents. In turn, the University responds to
issues and concerns these groups bring forward to
make Murray State a great place to work. The
University recognizes the importance of attracting and retaining talented faculty and staff to create and sustain a positive teaching and learning
environment for our students. It's one of the many
reasons I'm proud to say that 1 am part of the Mur- ·
ray State family.

Autumn Boaz
Editor in Chief • 809·68n
Emily Wuchner
News Editor • 809·4468
Alalna Zanin
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
Ashley Edwards
College life Editor • 809-5871

Write to us
Aaron Weare
Sports Editor • 809·4481
Kimberly Conklin
Advertising Manager • 809·4478

Elaine KIQht
Photography Editor • 809·5878
Joe Hedoes
Adviser • 809·2998

The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. letters should bt 300 words or
less. Contributors should Include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown. classification. title
or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State News
reserves the nght to edit for style, lenqth and content. All contnbuhons should be turned in Wednesday of each
week via e-mail or thenews.oro.
The Murray Stair News strives tobe the Univmlty community'ssource for lnlonnation. Our l)oal is to PTtstnt tllallnfor·
matlon Ina lair and unbiased manner and provide 1 frre and open f01um lor expresston and dtbate.
The Murray State News Is adeStQnated pub~c forurtt Student editors have authoritY to rn.J~e all content deasions without
censorship or advance approval. !he J)alltr offers ahands'Oillearninq environment for students mtmsted In Journansm Jhe
campus prus should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy and Its edtton should dtvelop their ed1torial and
news policiK.
The Murray State News Is p1epared and edited by stuaenls and Is an o!fictal poblkat'on ot Murray Slate Un1¥trsity The
flrst copy is free. Adddional copjei are evailab4e lor Z5 cents alllt Wilson Hall
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Agroup of Murray State News staff members giv.es its piece on a
group of three questions coverinQ a different topic each week.
This week's topic:

March Madness
Fight Fair:
Win your next argument

Devon
Bethune

Elaine
Kight

Sa

Photography
Editor

The nothing fight.
If you are one of the
rare few who has
never experienced the
nothing fight, then you
arc truly an anomaly
or you just are in
denial.
It starts with something so simple as a
"North Carolina, because
"First, North Carolina - you
"Not a clue. But I hope that
"North Carolina, Georgetown,
sink full of dirty dishes
they're physically strong,
.
already
know
Memphis,
or a wrong turn at a
by some miracle
Louisville and Tennessee.
Wisconsin
and
Ohio
because
stop
s ign and turns
University
of
Southern
California
the University of Kentucky
They're all good teams that can
I'm
from
the
Midwest
and
into
" 1 never liked
and
Kansas."
make it."
will be there." ·
' - - - -- -____j your mother and your
Memphis because they've been
Alalna
haircut makes you look
on a roll."
like a meth-addict."
Zanin
Which team were you most surprised to see make the tournament?
Contrary to popular
belief, there is a right and a wrong way to
"Austin Peay.
"Austin Peay, because it
"University of San Diego after
"Marquette. I'm not necessari- fight.
I was sure Murray was going
should
have been Murray
beating Gonzaga. WTF?"
ly surprised, but they had an
Everyone has a certain way they deal
to make it instead."
State."
easy non-conference schedule. with conflicts in all relationships. not just
romantic ones.
I don't think they deserve it."
Once you identify your fighting style,
you can learn to work on your weaknesses and utilize your strengths to solve conflicts without going berserk at the drop of
., Which team do you think should have made it but didn't?
a hat.
I'
Aze you an avoider?
"The Racers, of course.
"Florida! Last year's champions
"Murray State for sure, just
"While it's not over yet, the
If you apologize after someone hit you
Although I'm proud of the
don't even make the tournament.
because I have to reprsent my
University of Kentucky has
from
behind going 70 mph while you
women, who did make it."
The end is near."
school."
had a strong ending that
were stopped at a stop sign, you are an
deserves to be in."
avoider. Avoiders try to elude conflict at
every cost. The positive to this is they
- - - - - - - don't get in many fights, but the negative
is they allow themselves to be walked all
over. Arguments can never be completeUt~Lt.~S rrs E"'-l"·· ·
~
ly avoided unless you are a hermit living
/'
"'' in the hills of eastern Tennessee. But
when avoiders do encounter an argu~ ment, they will freeze up because they
- ~ don't know how to deal with it.
.,.._ ..._
Solution; Communication. Muster up
,some courage and calmly tell your adversary w hat is bothering you and why.
Don't bold it all in - that is how people fly
off the handle.
Aze you a regretter?
Have words ever left your mouth and
you immediately w ished you could magically make them go back in? In high-stress
conflict situations, some people cope by
saying things they don't really mean in
order to get a certain reaction from their
adversaries. You don't actually want
them to go to hell for aU of eternity, you
just wish you could send them there for a
'•
little while.
Solution: Slow it down. Put a three-second delay on that mouth of yours. If you
don't learn how to think before you
speak, you'll regret it later.
Aze you a loose cannon?
Aie you constantly surrounded by egg
shells that everyone else in your life
seems to be walking on? Do you regularly black-out when you go into blind fits of
rage? Do you feel unfulfilled if you
haven't sworn at someone today? You
might be a rage-aholic. This type of fighter is especially dangerous when he or she
__ _
_
meets another rage-aholic. They are
with apparently unrepenclassifications of ''sexual
considered a radical politi- quick to anger and usually express it in
the issue as Shepard was a
Response to Nelson's
homosexual college student
lunacy" is both contextually
tant sinners, to which be
cal belief, one which we violent non-constructive ways.
anti-equaUty letter
Solution: Express your feelings in clam
started a war to practice
and substantively nonsensireplied that he was here to
who was robbed. tortured
words, not in violent actions. If you are
and killed by two heterocal. I remain optimistically
heal the sick. not the
and many more to protect.
No socio-political dishealthy. By openly dining
convinced, for example,
sexual men.
The Constitution promis- overwhelmed by a situation take a "time
course is more dazzlingly
that the policy revision
The two men responsible
es "life, liberty and the pur- out" until you can communicate effecwith these people, Jesus
hypocritical or more inteldoes
not
cover
bestiality,
were convicted of murder.
suit of happiness" to all tively. This type of fighting can have
was not advocating their
lectually bankrupt than
expopedophilia,
indecent
However,
they
people, not just heterosexu- grave results if not dealt with properly.
behavior;
it
was
explicitly
were
not
"political correctness." On
Aze you a rehuher?
to the contrary, I believe.
als.
sure or even child pornogconvicted of hate crimes
this matter, I suspect,
Do you bring up the time your fiance
raphy.
Perhaps this important
even though they clearly
Paraphilias are defined as I
Richard Nelson and I
got
drunk and sang the "Thong Song" at
Also. there is nothing in
lesson from God himself is
targeted Shepard on the
recurrent, intense, sexual
essentially agree.
your
parents' 25th anniversary every time
the policy which restrains
urges and sexually arousing
worth considering presentbasis of his sexuality.
But Murray State's recent
you
have
dinner with them? Or have you
fantasies generally involv- 1
or restricts religious, social
ly, even within the context
The next argument I have
decision to include "sexual
labeled
your
friend permiscuous because
with Nelson's letter is his
or moral discussions of
of the discussion at hand.
orientation" in its anti-dising nonhuman objects, the I of .one Spring Break trip where you both
use of the Stonewall Riot of
homosexuality, bi-sexualisuffering or humiliation of
crimination policy does not
had a little too much tequila? T hen you
1969. This was caused by.
Jim LaValle
ty, lesbianism or other
oneself or partner, or chilmark an ideological shift
might be a rehasher. Some things are just
"alternate lifestyles.''
Assistant Professor
years of intolerance and
dren or other non consenttoward "political correctbetter .left in the past, and no one likes to
Students, faculty and
of Sociology
raids conducted by police
ness," nor does it imply a
ing persons.
be reminded of their irrelevant mistakes
Murray, Ky.
Nowhere does it refer to and short comings in a fight.
on gay bars in the United
staff all remain free to
"moral advocacy" of homoStates.
openly proclaim and debate
sexuality or any other type
sexual. orientation. Ho~oSolution: Focus on the situation at
A bar and its patrons
their opinions of "alternate
Response to sexual orienof sexual orientation.
sexuahty. has not .been list- 1 hand. Express the context of your feelsexualities" with whomever
were repeatedly targeted in
tation policy change
Rather, the policy holds
ed as a diSorder smc~ 1973. • ings, but don't generalize. He probably
they choose. Perhaps the
police raids simply because
exclusively that Murray
How dare you hken a I "sometimes" forgets to take out the trash.
"educated" Nelson thinks
In response to last week's
it was a gay bar. Some
State does not advocate,
relation~hip bet~een two not "always." Also, don't try to push your
letter to the editor "Opposipatrons were arrested and
Murray State is somehow
support or tolerate discrimconsentl~g adults to t~e adversary's buttons. It may feel like a
exempt from the First
tion to Campus Sexual Oribrought up on charges of
ination on grounds of sexusexual nustreatment of ci;W- , good way to win the fight at the time, but
Amendment of the U.S.
entation Policy" by Richard
indecency for being there.
al orientation - period.
dren. The ?nlY lunacy bemg in the end it will just lead to more anger
Nelson, I wish to bring to
The patrons didn't want
Constitution?
In addition, the policy
protected lS that of Nelson and deeper hurt feelings.
light certain fallacies in his
you to agr ee with their
Finally, as a personally
does not "recklessly safeto publish h is intolerant
Whatever ·type of fighter you are, we
' letter.
"political policies," they
committed (but profoundly
guard," all kinds of sexual
message.
can all learn to deal with conflicts in a
just didn't want to be perseflawed) Christian, I am
First of all, the testimony
practices as Nelson wrongmore constructive manner. Try these tips
of Terry Strieter on
cuted. I fail to see bow this
Mark Higashimura
reminded that Jesus himself
ly implies.
and enjoy a more peaceful existence.
was once asked why he
Matthew Shepard had a
is ·practicing "radical poliSenior
Thus, his reference to the
A laina Zanin is the opinion editor for
great deal of relevance to
tics." Democracy was once
spent considerable time
Puryear, Tenn.
various other psychological
The Mu rray State News. She can be
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ reached at alaina.zan.!_n~urraystate.~u.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. letters shOuld be 300 words« less. Contributors should Include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or: relationship to the University. ComM,ntaries should be limited t() 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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ELECTION 2008

With two Democratic candidates left, it'

Information compiled from cnn.com

OBAMA VICtORIES

CliNTON VICTORIES
Prilaries: Arizona, Arkansas tarlforaia. Flori~
da, Massachusetts, Michigan, • Hatnpsblre,
New Jersey, New Mexico. Jlel York. Olaio, 8klahoma, Rhode lstand, Tennessee, Texas
CaUCIISe$: Nevada

tOtal
Delegates 1
· r 61.1
...• •

. ~~~:~ates 1,480
As ofWedliesdav ,

Campus evaluates Democratic candidates
:Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
The battle among Democratic
presidential candidates Hillary
Clinton and Barack Obama has
become popularized through. the
media for several months.
With two non-traditional frontrunning candidates - a white woman
and a black man - the 2008 presidential election has seen a significant change from the past.
'The total of voters between the
ages of 18-29 who have participated
in the presidential primaries has
increased from nine to 14 percent
since the 2004 presidential election
according to lhe NBC's Pew
Research poll.
The Pew Research poll reported
most young voters sway toward the
Democratic side.
Whether voters decide 'on candidates because of their cause, nation-

ality, gender, values or charisma,
some research is required.
Administrators across campus
have their own reasons for their
decisions for presidential candidates and opinions about the election.
SG Carthell, director of AfricanAmerican Student Services, said the
turnout of the 2008 presidential
election will be historical.
''I think that the uniqueness of this
election, regardless of whether
Hilary gets the nomination or
Barack get's the nomination, we're
going to see something in this country in our lifetime that we probably
expected, but never thought we'd
see," Carthell said.
Crystal Coleman, director of
speech and debate. said the presidential race is about more than gender or race.
"Race and gender has little to do
with it, it's about money," Coleman

said. "Getting money, producing
money and helping people retain
money is the most important. Whoever can do that will be the winner
of the election."
Adrian Tharpe. senior from Paris,
Tenn., said he believes Obam.a offers
this change.
"I feel he stands for everything
that's right and I think it's time to
have someone of color in office,"
Tharpe said.
Tharpe said he is swayed to vote
for Obama because of his dislike of
Clinton's chameleon-like personality.
"(Hillary) conforms to her environment," Tharpe said.
Though NBC polls show the
majority of young-voter support
Obama. Clinton also has a large
group of proponents.
Judy Brookhiser, associate professor of wellness and therapeutic sciences, said now is the time for a

female president.
"It's long past due," Brookhiser
said. "The men have had their shot
,and we haven't come out so good."
Brookhiser also said though she is
a strong supporter of many of Clinton's platforms she said she would
advocate a joint ticket.
"They're both great candidates;
they agree on 90 percent of everything," Brookhiser said.
Michelle Overby, freshman from
Benton, Ky., said though she supports Obama, a woman as president
would not be a bad idea.
"It would show that women can
be president too; it's not just about
man power," Overby said.
Despite the outcome, the presidential election will be historic.
Students residing in Kentucky can
vote· ·at their "''registered voting
precinct May 20.

Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

McCain prepares fundraising
Assodated Press
This is the week John McCain takes a
measure of what the Republican nomination is worth. The Arizona senator, less
than a week removed from having secured
enough delegates to become his party's
presidential candidate, has set out on a
nationwide fundraising drive aimed at
restocking his campaign kitty.
McCain visited cities like St. Louis, Mo.,
and Boston, Mass. He will visit other
unannounced cities through Friday.
McCain said he would reach out to the
GOP faithful . He said his aim is the funding necessary to help him compete against
the record-shattering totals posted by
Democrats Barack Obama and Hilary
Clinton.
The Democrats continue to battle for
their party's nomination, fueled by
unprecedented monthly and even daily
fundraising smns.
Said McCain: "We can see the great job
that our opponents have done in fundraising. We've got a lot of work to do."

REMEMBER HOW HELPFUL YOUR FIRST YEAR LEADER WAS?
COME BE A PART OF THIS EXCITING PROGRAM!

REQUIREMENTS:
• Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring 2008 semester
·Must currently have at least a 2.5 GPA ·Must have excellent communication skills
·Must enroll in GUI 251 for credit or audit
Applications are available from your College Head, the Student Affairs Office,
or download from the Murray State Web site as a link from the Student Affairs site:

http://www.murraystate.edu/secsvlretention.htm

Must be turned in to your College Head and must sign up for an interview time.
Your College Head will conduct interviews from March 26.- April 6 2008
For more information contact:
Carmen Garland @ 809-5344 or
carmen.garland @murraystate.edu
Mike Young @ 809-6831 or
mike.young @murraystate.edu

Or your College Head:
Clark- Steve Horwood @ 7487 or stephen.horwood@murraystate.edu
Elizabeth- Crystal Coleman @ 5487 or crystal.coleman@murraystate.edu
Springer-Franl<lin - Paul Lucko @ 5668 or paul.lucko@coe.murraystate.edu
Hart- Ann Landini @ 2717 or ann.landini@murraystate.edu
Hester- Eric Umstead @ 5486 or eric.umstead@coe.murraystate.edu
Regents- Richard Scott@ 2105 or richard.scott@murraystate.edu
Richmond- Oliver Muscio @ 6597 or oliver.muscio@murraystate.edu
White- Ted Porter @ 3275 or ted.porter@coe.murraystate.edu
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The Murray State News highlights an
interesting fact about an administrator or
staff member every two weeks.

Yates recalls playing 'old ball game'
Emily Wudmer
News Editor
It was the bottom of the
sixth with two outs as John
Yates settled in behind home
plate.
The year was 1963 and
Yates was catching for the
Murray State baseball team
in a seven-inning conference
game against Austin Peay.
Yates signaled for a curveball but the pitcher shook
him off and threw a fastball,
allowing a single and ending
the chances for a no-hitter.
"We won," Yates said. "I
would have liked to get that
no-hitter. I keep reminding
that guy every time I see him.
1 remind him that he messed
us up, a chance for the record
books."
Yates, now dean for the
Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach, played baseball for
Murray State from 1961 to
1964.

Caitlin Dunnagan/The News

John Yates. dean for the Center for Contlnulno Education and Academic
Outreach, played baseball for Murray State from 1961-1964. Durlno his time
on the team, the Thoroughbreds won three OVCchampionships.

Yates grew up in Mayfield,
Ky., and started playing for
little league teams when he
was eight years old. At U, as
soon as he was old enough,
be began playing for an
American Legion team his

father helped organize. Yates
said some of his love of baseball carne from his father's
influence.
"My dad loved baseball,"
Yates said. "In fact, I have
two brothers that both
played over here, too. We
bad three members of our
family that all played baseball here at Murray State."
In high school Yates
played football, basketball
and baseball but said of the
three, baseball was the best
fit.
"I think 1 was better at it,"
Yates said. "I ... wasn't very
big, so baseball was a sport
you could play regardless of
size. rm 5'10", so I'm not very
big for a basketball player,
and I only weighed about 145
pounds in those days, so I
wasn't very big for a football
player. You can play baseball
without being big and bulky
or tall."
Throughout his baseball
career, Yates played a little at
each position. but was mostly
catcher and third baseman.
He was recruited by former
baseball coach Johnny Reagan, and the team won the
OVC championship three of
the four years Yates played.

Yates took ROTC while at
Murray State and bad a twoyear military commitment
after he graduated. While
stationed at Fort Sill, Okla.,
Yates played on the post
baseball team.
uThat was a lot of fun,"
Yates said. "The caliber of
play in that was probably
even more than at the college
level because of the military
draft at that time. The team I
played on had three or four
people who had been professional baseball players and
had gotten drafted into the
army. Our whole team was
either former college players
or professional players."
The team played other military posts and won the
championship the first year
Yates played. He was unable
to finish the second year
because his unit
was
deployed to Vietnam in 1965.
Yates said after the Army,
he came back to Murray, got
his masters in secondary
education and was offered a
job on campus as supervisor
of residence halls.
While he doesn't play baseball anymore. Yates still
remains involved with the
sport at Murray State. Yates

said be attends games and
helps the program financially. He was also part of the
search committee that selected current baseball coach
Rob McDonald in 2003.
"I've always stayed in
touch with the baseball program here," Yates said.
Yates also keeps in touch
with Reagan and helps organize and plan alumni events.
Every year during homecoming weekend, Yates played in
the alumni baseball game,
until about 10 years ago when
he said he found he enjoyed
socializing a little more than
playing the game.
Regardless, Yates enjoys
the summer nights when he
can kick back, relax and flip
channels between the Braves,
Cubs and Cardinals games.
"I enjoy the strategy and
trying to anticipate what the
coaches arc going to do, what
the players are going to do,"
Yates said. "I just love baseball. I grew up with it in my
blood and just enjoy the
pace. Some people think it's
slow, but there's a lot going
on."
Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily.wuchner@
murraystate.edu.

Across campus
Library logo deadline soon

Ellumlnate session today

Center schedules luncheon

CAB brings first talent show

The deadline for Murray State's library logo
l~O nlcst is midnight Friday.
All submissions must include the library's
new slogrm: "Information. Where you are, we
arc." A brief descriptk1n of the designed logo is
needed as well.
The lop three submissions will be displayed
in the library. An 8GB iPod Touch will be
awarded for first place, nn iPod Shuffle for second and a 2GB :Flash I) rive for third.
For more information and complete contest
guidelines, visit lib.murraystate.edu/contest or
contact Don Kim at 809-4799.

Gina Winchester, executive director of
Regional Stewardship, will moderate an Elluminate session called "Connecting MSU with our
Region's Organizations, Businesses and Individuals" noon today.
· Students may participate in the session by
logging into a computer between noon and U:lS
p.m. The session begins at 12:15 p.m. and ends at

The Murray State Women's Center will hold
its celebrate Women Luncheon from 11:30 a.m.1:30 p.m. March 27 in the Curris Center Large
Ballroom.
The theme is "Women's Art: Women's
Vision" and the keynote speaker is Aryeh Shell.
The luncheon will feature student performances.
The Margaret Simmons Female Athlete of the
Year .Award will also be presented.
Reservations are required. ,
For more information and ticket prices, call
the Women's Center at 809-3140.

Campus Activities Board will hold auditions
for the University's first talent show NMurray
State's Got Talent,'! at 6 p.m. Aprill in the Curris Center's Small Ballroom.
Acts including singing, dancing, acting,
stand-up, poetry and instrumental performances. Any other talents are encouraged to
audition.
The talent show will award $150 for first
place, $100 for second and $50 for third.
Any act involving weapons, profanity, fire,
dangerous chemicals, nudity or any lewd act is
prohibited.

lp.m.

Students may log into Elluminate by going to
campus.murraystate.edu/announcement/ourcampus.btml and clicking on the link at the bottom of the page.

Light the Way to a

ure.

Relay For Life
Luminaria Ceremony

Fri., May 2, 2008 10 p.m.

CoMe See T'he Pla•;e
YoU r;An Call HoMe}

MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium
Luminaria Order Form

$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria
Light a Juminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle with
'atH.:cr or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Memorial luminaria are a
) 'mbol of HOPE for future cancer patients. Survivors' luminaria are a symbol of HOPE for
Lhcir today and many tomorrows. Each luminaria will be personalized with the name of the
person being remembered or honored. The luminaria will line the track and be lit for the
Luminarin Ceremony at 10 p.m. on May 2. Please join us event!

In Honor of

0

or

Please use one fonn per person.

In Memory of

Please pnnt clearly

Daytime Phone_ _ _ __
Donation Enclosed $

0

Cash

- --0

Total number of luminaria bags for this person _ _

Check made payable to American Cancer Society

CJ Rcac.l name during luminnria ceremony at Relay or 0
0 No acknowledgment necessary
or
lJ Send acknowledgment card to

Not necessary to read name during ceremony

atnc__________________________________________----------------------------------

Address
ity/State/Zip_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please matl Luminaria Order Form and donation to

Relay For Life, P. 0. Box 1553, Murray, KY 42071
or rctum to the sponsor below. For more luminaria information, contact Carol Sims (270) 753-1578.
CANCER SUR VIVORS:
To ptck up a shirt at Relay, you must register by April 15 t. Call Melissa at (270) 227-3308.
You can stgn up for the Cancer Survivor Victory Lap
at Stewart Stadium after 3 p.m. on Fri., May 2.
Luminaria sponsored by:

Murray Place
APA R TMENTS
1700 Lowes Drive- Murray, KY 42071 - 887-870-2758
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Officials continue program work
Mia Walters
Staff writer
After almost a year of planning
and an estimated $8 million tab,
the myGate training ;md implementation is underway, Josh
Jacobs, special projects coordinator in the Office of the President,
said.
"Behind the scenes people are
working tirelessly to make sure
aU of the right connections are
made before we go live," Jacobs,
who is also the communication
manager for myGatc implementation, said.
A representative from the
Enterprise Resource Planning
system vendor, SunGard Higher
Education, has been hired at Murray State to train the computer
and technical staff to use the new
program, he said.
"The individuals thal have been
involved specifically in the trajning have been very diligent in
making sure they get the value
out of it," Jacobs said. "It's a lot
like a class; there will be days that
you don't think you got anything
out of it, then the next class
you're blown away."
"MyGatc I•ridays" were recently
approved by the F.RP steering
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committee.
This
allows
some offices in
Sparks Hall to
close from 8
a.m. to noon
on Fridays for
ERP training.
The training
for
myGate is
'-'--_..:;"""'----'
in sequence
Josh Jacobs with the "Go
Special Proi~cts Live!" schedCoordinator uJe. According
to the myGate
Web
site,
fmance will be implemented first
this summer, followed by l.uminus, human resources/payroll,
Financial Aid and then students
' in 2009.
"The reason students arc last is
because a lot of these other functions provide support for what
the student does," he said. "All of
that has to already be up before
you can have real student functionality."
Once the student "Go Live!''
date draws closer, computer
based training will begin. There
will be opportunities for large
and small group training, Jacobs
said.
''I'm excited about it, we just

ask
for
patience," he
said. "1 know
it's not convenient for everybody. but in the
long run this
will change the
way
Murray
State does business."
Randy Dunn In his online
letter to the
University
President
campus community, University President Randy Dunn
expressed his owp excitement
about the implementation of
myGate.
MMurray State will evolve into a
new way of doing business in a
comprehensive online atmosphere, while consciously escalating the exceptional level of service our constituents have come
to expect," he said.
SunGard HE is used by 1,600
institutions, and Banner is the
most widely used collegiate
administrative suite, according to
the myGatc Web site.
For more information, visit
campus.murraystate.edu/mygate.
Mia Walters can be reached at
mia. walter£@murraystate.edu.

society formed at University
.

Halley Kercheval
Staff writer
The newly chartered Phi Beta Delta
Honors Society of Murray State will hold
its initial induction of members later this
semester, Mark Galloway, international
student adviser and Murray State's charter coordinator said.
The Eta Gamma chapter of Phi Beta
Delta received its charter in January
after a year and a half of preparation,
Galloway said.
The organization, founded at California State University in 1986 and established as an organization in 1987, is the
first honors society dedicated to recognizing scholarly achievement in international education, according to the Phi
Beta Delta Web site, phibetadelta.org.
"This international education honors
society is for people with a background
in international education or experience," Galloway said. ~This includes
study abroad participants, international
students, faculty with an international
background or field of study and staff
with international background or experience."
The overall goal of the organization,
Galloway said. is to promote research in
developing the field of international education among both faculty and students.
Chris Bierwirth, director of the Ken-

tucky Institute for International Studies, :
has been a member of Phi Beta Delta for ·
10 years.
"I joined as a faculty member when I ,
was teaching at Texas A&M," Bierwirth !
said. "I've been involved in internation- !
a! education since graduate school. I bad :
the opportunity to travel to Jordan and :
Syria to study Arabic and to the Ivory '
Coast and Ghana for my dissertation
research."
,
The Eta Gamma chapter will hopefully :
encourage serious international study, :
Bierwirth said.
•
"(Phi Beta Delta) is not for everyone," :
he said. "It is not a typical honors society. It requires a good GPA, serious
study abroad experience and time spent
doing serious academic research :
abroad.''
Bierwirth added that the organization •
especially favors individuals who have
received a degree from a foreign institu- :
tion.
:
The Murray State chapter is in the .
process of developing some of its crite- '
ria, Galloway said.
"We're hoping to send out the first :
round of invitations within this month," :
he said, "and hold the induction ceremo- :
ny by the end of April or beginning of :
May."
'
Hailey Kercheval can be reached at ,
hailey.kercheval@murraystate.edu.
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Yale professor addresses students on 'Leave no Child Behind'
~

Jodi Keen

fessor of
Contributing writer
child psychiatry at
Yale UniWhen children do poorly
versity,
in school, some blame their
stressed
lack of dedication, focus or
the imporproper behavior. Yale profest a n c c
sor James Comer, in his lecproper
ture Friday, pointed the fineducation
ger at parents and the school
from both
system.
James Comer p a r e n t s
"Many of these so-called
'behavior problems' we're
Yale professor and teachof Child
ers plays
seeing are a result of schools
Psychiatry • in deterbeing organized and managed
mining a
poorly," Comer said to an •
child's future success.
audience of professionals and
Initially an intern for a geneducation students gathered
eral practitioner of medicine,
in Alexander Hall.
Comer said he was first
Comer, a Maurice f'alk pro-

exposed to children who
were bright but not doing
well in school.
"At the time, the theory
was you were either born
with the intelligence to succeed or not," Comer said. "It
was not based on the quality
of your upbringing."
He began the Comer
School Development Program to combat the problem.
At the time. only two
schools in New York City
were interested in the program. Comer said the principal at one of the schools, after
seeing the success at the
other, predicted success
woulun•t be repeated at his

own school because the children there were from singleparent, multi-family housing
complexes, which studies and
statistics showed diminished
a child's desire and ability to
learn.
"That right there showed
the dangers of research when
people only take pieces and
don't link them together to
find a solution," Comer said.
The two schools, at the
time the worst-behaved in
New York City, eventuaHy
became part of the top five
achieving schools in the

entire ci~
""(;rowing up in East Chica·
go, Comer said he was fortu-

nate to be raised by educaWe could talk about what we
wanted, but the rule was that •
tion-touting parents in what
he called a "well-functioning
we couldn't fight," Comer:
church family." He said
said. "I would think ahead of•
although they were sometime of how to shape my :
times ridiculed for their
argument so that I could win, :
encouragement, his parents
but not fight."
never stopped supporting
Comer said trips to musetheir children's endeavors.
ums and libraries, lots of!
"I once said, 'I want to be a
reading and parental interac-'
doctor when I'm a big man,"'
tion result in children who ~
Comer said. "My parents
develop hopes and dreams.
responded by buying me a
Said Comer: "By meeting :
kids' needs for development, :
toy doctor's kit."
Comer also recalled an
academics, social interacearly encouragement to
tions and behavior improved :
express hls ideas, but only in
both personally and for :
a co tructive ~nner.
schools."
:
"Something would spark;-';.,..,
an...,.,._.,.....,.":!Jo""di Keen can be reached at:
after-dinner conversation.
jody.keen@murraystate.edu. :

NOW HIRINGI

HOmBGit IDB
DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED

April 1 is the
priority filing date
for student financial
aid applicati ons for
2008- 2009 requesting
grants (non-repayable),
loans , and/ or
student employment.
I

&PPl W IOD&W!!!

For more information or online application,
check us out at:
www.homecityice.com

Student Financial Aid Office
Sparks Hall
Basement
or www.murraystate.edu/secsv/financial/application.htm

'

-

At Home City Ice, we offer flexible
scheduling to meet your needs. Work PT now
and FT in the summer. It's the ..
PERFECT job for college students. We are
currently seeking applicants for our route
delivery positions. Requirements are a good
driving record, good attitude, and reliable
transportation to and from work. You will be
delivering ice to our established customer
base using our delivery vehicles. Experience
is not necessary. We specialize in training
college students. We have over 40 locations
throughout the Midwest, so if you're going
home for the summer, we can find a place for
you in your hometown.

-
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Sports Editor: Aaron Weare
Phone: 809-4481

Racers defeat EIU,
.
cut down the nets
AutwnnBoaz
Editor in Chief
After 40 minutes of being pushed and shoved by women
bigger and taller than her, 5-foot-3-inch senior guard Alaina
Lee finally got to be the biggest player on the court - all it
took was a ladder.
With scissors in hand. Lee took three of the biggest steps
she had taken alJ season when -she climbed the iadder 11t the
end of the Ohio Valley Conference championship game Saturday to become the first Race.r to claim a piece of the championship net she had been waiting to cut down all season.
"Everything happened so fast," lee said, after Saturday's
championship game.... ..1 couldn't believe it, but now I can."
lee had 15 points in Saturday's game and was one of several heroes who led the Racers to their very first OVC title.
After defeating Morehead State 87--61 in the first round of
the conference tournament, March 4, the Racers advanced to
the semifinal round of the OVC tournament, held in
Nashville, Tenn. There, the team defeated the Samford Bull·
dogs 68·56, launching Murray State into the championship
game of the tournament - somewhere the team has been trying to get back to since last year's two-point loss in the final
round to Southeast Missouri State.
After one year, 23 wins and one head coach later, the team
tallied a 69·58 win against fourth-seeded Eastern Illinois to
bring home the OVC title.
For first-year Head Coach ]ody Adams, the championship
win was something .she knew her team was aiming for from
the beginning.
"This started on my interview." Adams said. "If these guys
didn't want to win, I didn't want to be at .Murray State. They
convinced me on my interview and that's when I fell in love
with them - I fell in love with this program. l had played
against them for the past two years. so I knew what was there
and I knew what we had to do."
After her hire ;April 17. 2007, Adams set her team on the
straight and narrow path to the OVC championship, putting
defense and rebounding at the top of her team's to-do list.
During the three-game tournament, the Racers outrebounded their opponents 127-98. On the defensive end,
Murray State accumulated 22 total steals, as opposed to 14
total steals from the three opposing teams combined.
While defense has consistently been the emphasis for the
Racer squad this year, the team's offense, despite its lack of
attention f.rom Adams, has continued to impress opposing
teams, fans and ultimately the officials of the OVC. Because
of the Racer's potent offense. led by junior Ashley Hayes.
OVC officials named Hayes the OVC Player of the Year, Friday.
After Hayes, the league's leading scorer, received word of
her honor. she quickly relayed the message to some of her
dearest fans.
"(I sent) text messages," Hayes said. " ·- I sent two or three
forwards to everybody. But I let my mom know and my dad
know and my family - they've been rooting for me."
After being named Player of the Year, Hayes received her
second honor of the weekend when she was named to the
OVC All-Tournament team after Saturday's game. Along with
photos by Elaine Kight/Thc News

see CUMPS. 3A

Senior Alalna lee cuts her piece of the net after the Racers' OVC championship victory Cl()alnst Eastern Illinois Saturday.

The Sports Line...
TV Events

Murray State Events

Saturday: ESPN @ 8 p.m.
College Basketball
Big East Championship

Sunday: ESPN @ Noon
College Basketball
ACC Championship

Friday: Rifle @ TBA
West Point, N.Y.
NCAA Championships

Saturday: Men's Tennis @ 9 a.m.
Cookeville, Tenn.
Murray State vs. Tennessee Tech

Sunday: ESPN @ 2 p.m.
College Basketball
Big 12 Championship

Sunday: CBS @ 2:30 p.m.
College Basketball
Big 10 Championship

Saturday: Baseball @ Noon
Reagan Field
Murray State vs. BGSU

Saturday: Women's Ten. @ 9 a.m.
Cookeville, Tenn.
Murray State vs. Tennessee Tech
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photos by flaine Kight/Thr• News

Head Coach Jody Adams celebrates with her team after It clinched the OVC title. Adams Is in her first year with the women's program.

CHAMPS
From Pagel
Hayes, senior Shaleea Petty and junior
Amber Guffey were also awarded All·
Tournament medals.
Guffey. however, added another piece
of hardware to her collection when she
received the Most Valuable Player Tro·
phy. She led the team in scoring Sarurday
with 27 points and collected 58 total
points during tournament play. She led
the team in scoring in two of the three
games played.
With combined individual efforts, the
tournament's No. 3 seed ultimately filled
the top-spot of the season when all was
said and done.
"It feels real good (to get back to
Nashville)," Hayes said after the team's
semifinal victory. "Our eyes were still on
making it back here. We worked hard,
they brought us a wonderful coach in and
we just continued on."
The win advances the Racers to the
NCAA tournament - a place they've never
been. The team's opponent will be deter·
mined on Monday.
Regardless of the match-up, Adams said
her team would be ready.
"We'll prepare not differently - our
mindset will stay the same," Adams said.
"We'll play to win, no matter who we
play."
Autumn Boaz can be reached at

Senior Shaleea Petty shoots ajumpshot during the championship game.

autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu

Fans cheer for the Racers as the clock winds down against Eastern Illinois.

OVC Tournament at a glance
THm Statistics

Individual Statistics

First Round·Monhead State

Flnt Round·Mortlleld State
Scoring leader • Alalna lee - 24 points
Rebound leader - Ashley Hayes • 14 rebs.
Assist leader • Shaleea Petty • 8 assists
Second Round· Sindoni
Scoring leader • Amber Guffey • 17 pts.
Rebound leader - Ashley Hayes ·12 rabs.
Assist leader • Petty/ A. Guffey • '5 astS.
Champlonsh1p·Eastern IIHnols
Scoring leader - Amber Guffey • l1 pts.
Rebound leader • Alaina Lee 6 • rebs.
Assist leader • Shaleea Petty 5 - assists

(37·73)- .507 Field goal percent
(7:.g)- 178 Free throw percent
(6-19) - 316 Three-point percent
Second Roand·Simford
(24·52) - .464 Field goal percent
(lG-12) - .833 free throw percent
(6-16) - .375 Three-point percent
Clla•plonshlp·Eastem Illinois
(18-52) - .346 Field goal percent
(29-38)- .763 Free throw percent
(4-17) - 235 Three-point percent

Racers' season ends in OVC tourney semifmals,
team can't overcome slow start, Tigers win 83-75
Aaron Weare
Sports Editor
Between weather reports and other
basketball teams the road to the Ohio Valley Conference Nashville was rife with
roadblocks for the Murray State men's
basketball team. Unfortunately for the
Racers the Tennessee State Tigers were
one roadblock that they couldn't overcome as they lost Friday, 83-75.
"Three or four weeks ago when we
were struggling with wins and losses, our
seniors really hung together and demonstrated character for us," Head Coach
Billy Kennedy said. "When we lost to
Tennessee State, Tennessee Tech and
Indiana State, we could have struggled,
but we played well against TennesseeMartin and on Tuesday, I felt like we'd
play well here."
That wasn't to be as the Racers struggled to get going in the first half of the
semifinal game. Only three Racers scored
in the first 15 minutes of the half, as
sophomore guard Danero Thomas and
senior guards Ray George and Bruce
Carter kept the team in the game.
"You've got. to play your best,"
Kennedy said. "It's a one-game shot and
we just didn't play well. We started the
game off with seven turnovers and getting into foul trouble was big ... it was an
ugly performance overall but especially
in the first half."
The Racers started the second half like
a team possessed. They came back from
the seven-point half-time deficit to take a
46-45 lead with just more than 14 minutes

left in the contest. The two teams traded
baskets until the Racers took a 56-53 lead
with 8:56 left in the game.
That's when Tennessee State came
back firing and went on a 16·4 run to open
.a nine-point lead from which the Racers
wouldn't come back. The Racers did
make a comeback attempt with a threepointer by Thomas to pull them within
four with more than a minute to go. After
tWo Tiger free throws, George hit another three to get the Racers within three at
78-75, with 30 seconds remaining. The
Tigers converted on free throws the rest
of the way out and the Racers couldn't
sink any of the attempts. When the final
buzzer sounded on the Racers' season,
the scoreboard read 83-75.
"Give credit to Tennessee State, they
played extremely well," Kennedy said.
"They were a tough opponent tonight. It's
unfortunate that we didn't play well. Get·
ting into foul trouble hurt us and we had
to put lineups on the floor that we weren't
used to. Our starting one and two went 110 from the floor and that's hard to overcome."
· At least one Racer, George, said he did
not want his career to end Friday night.
"I'm sorry it had to end like this,"
George said. "1 wanted this to end on a
positive note. I just gave it my best effort.
That's all. I tried to leave it all out on the
floor. We've been through a lot here with
Murray State, with tl:ie coaches and the
other players. I love them all."
George led all scorers in the game with
a career-high 25 points, with 15 coming off
of another cart•er-high five three-point-

ers. Several times in the second half,
Georg~ seemed to be trying to will thc
Racers to a comeback.
"Ray's the Tennessee State personal
assassin," Tennessee State Head Coach
Cy Alexander said. "You look at his stats
and he doesn't make three's against any·
one but us. He did a great job but we did
not think he could keep it going because
that's not who he is. We tried to ride it out
and hope he got back to being the player
that penetrates and creates off the drib·
ble."
Outside of George, two Racers scored
in double figures. Thomas scored 21
points and Carter added 13 points.
"We wouldn't have had any opportunity to be in the game, and maybe Y.in the
game without Ray George and Bruce
Carter's performances tonight or over the
last month," Kennedy said. "They've
done a tremendous job leading the team
and demonstrating character. Unfortu·
nately, we just didn't play well enough."
Senior Bruce Price led the Tigers with
20 points. Freshman Gerald Robinson
added 12 points and sophomore James
Craft had 10 points off the bench.
"We had a tough time guarding dribble
penetration with Bruce Price," Kennedy
said.
"They had a guy averaging 0.8 points
per game (Craft) and he had 10 tonight.
You have to give them credit, but we're
disappointed because we felt like if we
played well, we would have continued
playing (Sarurday)."

Elaine Kight/7'he News

Aaron Weare can be reached at
aaron. wcare@murraystate.cdu

Senior guard Ray George Is consoled by teammates after the Racers' loss.

Eyecare Specialties

Join ua on Saturday,
March IS lor Our
Annual St. Patrick'•
Day Celebration.

308 S. 12th St. • (270)759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All typ~ of contacts

MSU Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMETRIST
t

J

Dinner Special of:
Corned Beef
and Cabbage

410 Main St.
(On MurraY'• Town Square)
Tuesday- Thursday 11 a.m. • 8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. • 10 p.m.
(St. Patrick's Day Celebration)
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Kentucky's
lakes offer
many fishing
opportunities

'Breds beat Bears 1-0
in a pitchers' duel,
after nine day layoff
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
Pitching fans got a real treat
. Tuesday afternoon at Reagan Field.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
played host to the Bears of the University of Central Arkansas and
earned a 1-0 victory, the Racers
stretching their record to 5-3 on the
season.
Junior lefthander Daniel Calhoun
took the! mound for the 'Breds, giving them a fantastic performance.
Calhoun pitched eight innings,
striking out lO and giving up no
runs on six hits. Calhoun threw 92
pitches. 66 of which were strikes.
''I was impressed with Calhoun,"
Head Coach Rob McDonald said.
''He came out and pitched strong
for us. He was the key for us today."
Central Arkansas sent freshman
Reece Cross to the mound for his
first collegiate start and he kept up
well with Calhoun.
Cross pitched seven innings for
the Bears1 striking out five and giv·
ing up one run oo four hits. Cross
threw 90 pitches; 63 were strikes.
"We knew Cross was a good
pitcher." McDonald said. "He had
an impressive ERA coming in to the
game and he pitched very well."
Through eight and a half innings,
the game was a true pitchers duel,
with both pitchers tossing shutouts.
Cross was pulled in favor of sophomore Michael Wild after the
'Breds' junior Matt Hon singled to
begin the eighth.
Senior Matt Scheer came in to
pinch run for Ron during the pitching change. Senior Andrew Cella
laid down a bunt to advance Scheer
to second. Junior catcher Daniel
Miller grounded out to advance
Scheer to third. Then freshman sen-

sation Elliot Frey tripled down the
right field line to score Scheer and
end the shutout. Sophomore Jake
Donze came in to pitch in the ninth
and threw eight pitches, seven for
strikes to end the game.
McDonald spoke many times this
year about timely hitting and his
team's ability to get on the base at
the right time.
"Frey really stepped up and he
has aU year," McDonald said. "For
him to step into this line-up like this
is really impressive, especially
being a freshman."
Frey is leading the 'Breds with a
.462 batting average. He was batting
.500 but went 1-3 Tuesday. Fortunately for Murray State, his one hlt
was the one RBI for the game and
pushed the 'Breds to victory.
On paper, sophomore Kyle Tiernan had the best afternoon, going 23 at the plate. His hits came in the
first and seventh innings.
Sophomore Leftfielder Tye
Throneberry led the Bears offensively. also going 2-3 on the afternoon. Tiernan and Throneberry
were the only players to get two
hits.
Central Arkansas is only in its
second year participating in NCAA
Division I. The Bears fell to 6-8 this
season going into Wednesday's
contest.
Central Arkansas has played six
more games than the 'Breds
because several games were canceled for Murray State because of
inclement weather.
"For only being in their second
year, they are a very good ball
club,'' McDonald said. "I was really
impressed with their pitching."
McDonald has experimented all
season.
"I have so many good players on

..

.
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Junior catcher Daniel Miller stretches to beat the thorw at first base in Tuesday's game.
this team," McDonald said. ''There

are guys on the bench that I wish 1
could play but there are only so
many spots. I don't think rve had so
much depth since I've been here."
Murray State will host Bowling
Green State University this weekend. The Falcons are 4-6 as of Tuesday. with wins against Western
Kentucky, Fairfield, Florida Gulf
Coast and Northeastern..

Bowling Green State has yet to
play a home game this season. The
three-game series will kkk off with
a doubleheader Saturday, with the
first pitch set for noon. The series
will conclude with Sunday's game.
which is also at noon.
Wednesday's game results were
not available at press time.
Kyle Rogers can be reached at
kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu

Womeri's tennis starts conference season with 4-3 victory
Allson Mugler
Staffwdter
There's nothing like kicking off the conference
season with a victory and that's exactly what the
Murray State women's tennis team did Monday
against Southeast Missouri as they defeated the
Redhawks 4-3 in their 2008 Ohio Valley Conference opening match.
"The match on Monday felt just like the OVC
tournament," Head Coach Connie Keasling said.
"Every point was a nail-biter. both teams were
hollering and cheering."
Sophomore Lynsday Ottosen said the Racers
have trained throughout the fall and early half of
spring in order to adequately prepare for conference play.
"We are definitely a much stronger team than
we were in the fall because we've had these past
few months to grow together as a team,'' Ottosen
said. "We aren't just tennis players playing
together anymore, we believe in each other and
pull each other through."
Other than the tournament in Baton Rouge,
La., in mid-February, the Racers have been kept
indoors because of unsatisfactory weather conditions. Keasling said the Racers have played more
outdoor matches than he amount of time they
have been able to spend practicing outdoors.
Because of this, Ottosen said Monday was a
difficult transition from competing indoors to
playing on the outdoor court.
"It was pretty tough today playing outside for
the first time in a while," Ottosen said.
"The wind and sun had a big factor on everything. We have been playing indoors a lot recently because of the snow and weather. Hopefully
these next couple of weeks will be nice enough
so we can keep playing outside."
The tournament began Monday with three
doubles matches. The winner of two out of the
three matches would then earn one point for
their school.

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
comer of 15th and Main

Kentucky Lake has been known as a premier fishing destination for quite some
time now. It's no secret, as you turn the
pages of magazines and browse the web,
that Kentucky and Barkley Lakes are
among the best fisheries is the nation. Perhaps the biggest indicators that solidify
the great fiShing are the tournament trails
that visit year after
year.
The Lakes are the
stage for some of
the most prestigious events in
tournament fishing.
Kentucky Lake has
been the site of
eight previous pro•
fessional level BASS
events, including
Elite Series and
Northern
Tour
events in 2006.
X
FLW,
whose
headquarters are
..
Steve
just up the road in
•
Miller
Benton, Ky., also
•
schedule numerous Outdoor columnist
events on the lakes.
The tour pros have made stops at Ken- :
tucky Lake to determine the best of the •
best as it pays out over $100,000 at each ;
event.
While these tournaments certainly :
speak well of the fishery and provide
entertainment, they can also be great
learning tools. It is an opponunity for you
to see how the best anglers in the world
locate and catch fish on an unfamiliar
body of water.
Spectators are allowed to follow the
anglers during competition and observe
from a distance. You can learn so much
from watching and doing what the pro
does as he tries to make a living. The obvious factors will be the location, lures and
techniques as you view from a distance, '
but a closer examination will reveal slight
differences in techniques that can make all
the difference in the world.
For example, Kevin Van Dant may £Wi a
point you have fished a hundred times.
You fa.gure he will have the same mediocre
results as you have had in the spot. But he
starts throwing a crankbait and has his
limit in ten minutes. You wonder how he
can have more success than you in the
same location, using the same lures and
techniques.
I assure you it has nothing to do with
luck. It is the slight nuances he utilizes
that turn a good fiSherman in to a great
one. For example, stopping the retrieve of
a crankbait after it deflects off structure,
letting your jig rest on the bottom a little
longer in between strokes, or intentionally getting your rattle trap hung up in the
grass and ripping it free to provoke a
strike.
If you get the opportunity to see the
pros in action this year, analyze the little
things they do that set them apart from the
rest of the pack. You can visit the Web
sites of FLW and BASS to see when they
will visit the Kentucky Lake area.
However, you do not have to be on the
water to learn from these guys. Thanks to
television, the bigger events are aired on
ESPN on FOX Sports. I still have the BASS
Elite Series event that was held ln 2006 on
my TiVo at home. Each time I watch it I
learn something new or gain ideas about
how to fish Kentucky Lake.
Also, numerous Web sites and magazines cover the events and give you
detailed information about how the top
fmishers ftshed. Lures, locations and tech· .
niques are all discussed, and there is a .
wealth of this information archived on the ,
internet.
I did not have this advantage where I
came from, and I can tell you it has help
me be more successful on the water. The
only major tournament that was hosted on
my local waters back home was the 2000 .
Bassmaster Classic on Lake Michigan.
I soaked up every minute of the coverage, but after disappointing fishing conditions and an urban environment that is
unfriendly to tournament anglers. I doubt
BASS will ever be back to Chicago. Take
advantage of this luxury because we are
lucky to witness the best anglers on Kentucky Lake year after year.

Kristen Miller/The News

Junior Anne Pennington prepares to return a serve.
The Racers were quick to earn that point in
doubles play with the duo of sophomore Angela
McGahee and junior Anne Pennington beating a
potent doubles team from Southeast Missouri 86. The team of Ottosen and Webb dropped their
match 7-9, but were boosted by the play of
sophomore Lynsey Bochenek and freshman
Katelyn Fulcher who won 8-0.
With the Racers up one, the women continued
to control the match, with Ottosen sliding by
Redhawk Elise Nattier 6-3, 6-l arid junior Adriana
Alvarez who gave her opponent only one game

Radio Messages
AM 1340

sunday at 9 a.m.

Across from Sparks Hall

Wednesday Lenten Service
service Starting Feb. 6 at ?:ts p.m.
Dinner"" • p.m. •

with a 6-0, 6-1 victory.
The Redhawks refused to give the Racers the
final point needed to win the match. They handed the Racers three straight loses to McGahee,
Pennington and Webb.
W~th the two teams tied up with an overall 3-3
score, the match came down to the singles match
between Bochenek and I ulia Masotti.
Bochenek dropped the first set 3-6. but was
quick to fight back with a 6-4 victory in the second set. With the outcome of the tournament on
her shoulders, Bochenek persevered with a 7·6
victory in the tiebreaking set.
"My goal going out for the match was just to
play as hard as I could and do whatever it took to
win," Bochenek said. "After I lost the frrst set I
really tried to just go back out with a positive
attitude and a new game plan on what I was
going to do to bring it back in the second."
With the battle coming down to the very last
singles match, Keasling said this tournament was
a good indication of what is in store for the
upcoming season.
"I do think (this match) is a great indication of
the future," Keasling said. "Our team and our
training is what is going to give us the advantage
in the conference season."
The Racers will compete this weekend against
conference rival Tennessee Tech in Cookeville,
Tenn.
Ottosen said the team is currently acquainting
themselves to the unreliable weather conditions,
while focusing on taking it one day at a time.
Because of the conference win right out of the
gates, she said the team must focus on taking its
play one day at a time.
"We just need to stay strong and not get ahead
of ourselves," Ottosen said. "We are going to
focus on our kinks and what we need to work on.
Everyone could use a little practice here and
there."
Alison Mugler . can be reached at
alison.mugler@murraystate.edu.

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist for
the Murray State News. He can be reached
at steven.miller@murraystate.edu

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a .m. -noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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Each week. The News will pick five of the top plays in Racer athletics. To submit a play to be considered for Hot Shots. contact Aaron Weare at aaron.wearefmurraystate.edu

Three members of the Murray State
Rifle team will participate In the 2008
NCAA National Rifle Championships fri·
day and Saturday in West Point, NY.
Senior Cameron Hicks and junior Kevin
Witbrodt will shoot in the the small·
bore competition and sophomore
Kasey Meyer qualified In the air rifle
competition.

Senior guard Bruce carter WIS
named to the Ohio Valley Conference First team. Carter led
the Racers in several statistical
categories durlno the season,
lncludinQ scorlrt9 with M.S
points per game and rebound-

ing with 5.6 per game. carter
was a preseason OVC first·
team pick and Is the Racers'
25th player to be named to the
first team In the last 28 yetrs.

Sophomore Lynsey Bochenek
was named the Ohio Valley Conference women's tennis co-ath·
tete of the week this weel
Bochenek's comrirom-behlnd
third set tie-break victory sealed
the vrin for the Racers Monday
against Southeast Missouri

stlitl. &odienelibo'.......

photos hy Eldine Kight!Th<> News

llacers take the dQubles point In
an s-o victory with freshman
Katelyn fuldler.

Senior QUard Ray George shoots around defenders In the Racer's semlfinaiQame
aQainst Tennessee State. GeorQe had career hiQhs in points and three-pointers
made with 25 and five respectively In friday's season-endinQ loss to the TIQers.
He also tied for the team lead in rebounds with five.

, I~ ·~

~

Junior Quard/forward Ashley Hayes was·named the Ohio
Valley Conference Player of the Year for the 2007·2008
season. Hayes led the Racers In scortno and reboundlnQ
with 182 points and 8.5 rebounds per game • Hayes was
also the OVC's second leading scorer durino the season.
This marks the second year in a row that a Racer has
taken this honor, as Joi Scott was last season's player of
the year.

' Murray State University Graduation Center
'

Graduate with all the right stuff!

.

Senior Salute 2008

DIPLOMA FRAME
Protect and display
your diploma with a
custom made frame.
Perfect for home or office.

$109.95 - $179.95

Tues., March 25 .......... 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Wed., March 26 .......... lO a.m.- 6 p.m.
Thurs., March 27 ..... ·.... .10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

Rocking Chair Lounge in the Curris Center
ucoming together to help you prepare and plafl for graduation!"

CERTIFICATE
OF APPRECIATION
Recognize and honor that
special person(s) that helped you
achieve your college success.
Actual name(s) can be custom
printed on the framed certificate.

$16
THANK YOU NOTES
Say thank you with these
elegant note cards. featuring
custom school seal.
Packages of 10.

$9.50

PERSONALIZED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The best way to announce to
all those special people.
Your name, degree and major
wi11 be printed in the actual
text of yo!Jr announcement,
along with the time and
location of the graduation
ceremony. Available in
packages of 20.

$32

BEGlSIBAB'S OFBCf:
Answering questions regarding graduation, degree requirements and commencement exercises.
MSU GRADUATE STUDIES:
A representative from Graduate Programs will be present to provide Information about the
Master's Degree programs and to assist graduates in the application process.
SIUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING:
• Conducting exit counseling for May graduates with Stafford loans. Informational
booklets and loan summary totals will be available on that day. A representative will be
available unti14 p.m. each day.

.CAREER..S.EB.Vlc.ES:
Come learn how to establish a Career Services file on-line! Information about resume
preparation, interviewing and job search techniques will be available.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION:
Alumni Association representatives will prov1de information on how to network with MSU
Alumni before and after graduation, how to get Involved in alumni chapter activities, and why
ills
important to stay in touch with Murray State.
~OOKSIORE:

Be fitted for your cap & gown. order your personalized graduation invitations & morel Then
meet with our Josten's representative to order your class ring and our Professional Framing
representative to select the perfect diploma frame.

A SENIOR CLASS GifT
Members of the senior class will be on hand to talk with you about the importance of giving
back and leaving YOUR legacy at Murray State University.
CLASSIC.fHQJQGBAP..HY;
Have your graduation portrait taken at Senior Salute! There is no sitting fee no obligation buy, no
appointment needed, and FREE proofs. We will provide the regalia to have your graduation por·
trait taken.

CLASS RINGS
See the complete selection of
Murray State University
class rings. Take advantage of
promotional prices available
only during Senior Salute.

ENVELOPE SEALS
Elegant applique for sealing
announcement inner
envelopes. The distinctive
mark of your graduating class.
Available in packages of 25.

$7
CAP, GOWN
& TASSEL
ENSEMBLES
Bachelor's (includes stole> $32.95
Master's (includes hood & stole) $92.95

ACCESSORIES
Bachelor's Honor Cords $8
Residential College Stoles $15.25
(now required for both Bachelor's & Master's)

Master·s Hoods $54.95
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Men's golf takes 5th in Alabama
' Alison Mugler
Staff writer
Favorable weather conditions brought the Murray State
men's golf team a fifth-place overall finish at Monday's and
Tuesday's Samford Intercollegiate Tournament, played at the
Limestone Golf Club in Limestone, Ala.
The Racers finished tied for fifth overall in a field of 17, including tournament champions University of New Orleans, as well
as conference rivals Eastern Kentucky, who finished No. 2.
Austin Peay, Tennessee Tech, Tennessee Martin, Morehead and
Tennessee State.
Day one brought a slight frost delay that allowed the Racers to
begin competition around 9 a.m. The team finished No. 8 overphoto coortes)' Murray State Athletics
all heading into the second round after Monday's first 18 holes,
with the men scoring a total of 298 and setting the stage for conThe Murray State rowinq teamwill row In l ouisiana during Sprinq Break.
tinuing improvement throughout the tournament.
Individually, senior Jerry Price led the team after the first
round with a score of 70. Sophomore Jared Wolfe and freshman
Cameron Carrico shot a 74 and 76 respectively, while sophomore Nick Newcomb and junior Mitchell Moore both shot a 78.
Head Coach Eddie Hunt said he was not impressed with the
way the men had performed Monday morning, and hoped they
could move forward.
"I was not really pleased with the wa}' we played during the
first round," Hunt said.
"I was disappointed because we've been shooting even par at
most of the tournaments we've played in. But I'm thankful we
Kyle Rogers
got that out of our heads and performed better those last two
Staff writer
rounds."
Heading i"nto the second round, Price said the Racers knew
improvement was necessary to finish well in tournament.
Murray State rowing is in the process of getting its 2008 spring
"I'm sure most of us just knew we needed to get it out of our
season into full swing. The Racers enjoyed a fal l ·season that
heads and just play better," Price said. "I think everyone kind of
: included hosting Alabama and participating in the Hobbs Island
struggled that first round because of the long day."
:· Regatta and Head of the Chattanooga.
The Racers did exactly what they had hoped by dropping 10
:, Murray State made its first trip of tnanY this year to Natchistrokes from their first-round overall score with a 288. Four out
'• toches, La., for its winter training trip. On March 3, the Racers
of the five men improved their individual scores in the second
•. took on Washington University of St. Louis in Natchitoches and
round.
will travel back this Saturday for their spring training trip. The
Newcomb improved 10 strokes after the second round. with a
Racers will take on Wichita State and Northwestern State March
score of 68. Price shot a 69, while Carrico shot a 75. Moore and
~· 20 o'n the 30-mile Cane River.
Wolfe also shot a 76 and 79 respectively.
'
After its spring training trip, Murray State will take part in the
The Racers headed into the third and deciding round in the
' John Hunter Regatta, held in Oak Ridge, Tenn. The Racers will
No. 6 position.
once again host Alabama April 12 before traveling back to Oak
Price shot a 73 Tuesday, giving him a 213 overall score and a
Ridge to participate in the SlRA Championships Aprill9. Murray
fifth-place finish. Price said he had worked on specific skills
State will round out April with the Midwest Collegiate Champiduring the past week that cut a few strokes off his score.
onships held in Omaha, Neb., April 26.
"I really worked on my putting this week and I think that paid
• May will start with the Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia, Pa..
off a lot," Price said. "I putted pretty well all three rounds, and
: May 9-10. May 10 will also be the NCAA Regional Qualifier in
that's something that really helped me out overall."
: Murray State's third trip to Milton Hilll.ake in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
1
Newcomb shot a team-best 68 in the third round, while CarriLast year in the consolation final, Murray State turned in a time '
co, Moore and Wolfe shot a 71, 74 and 79 respectively.
of seven minutes 39J8 seconds, good for fourth place. The RacAlthough Hunt said he was proud of the way his team perers beat crews from Duke and Tennessee.
formed, he said Monday's poor execution probably altered
This year's crew includes 20 members: four freshmen, eight
where the team potentially could have finished.
sophomores, five juniors and three seniors.
"After the rough start we had on Monday, I was expecting to
Kyle Rogers can be reached at kylc.rogers@murraystate.edu.

Rowing team takes
spring training trip

~Need

a FUNDRAISER

File photo

Sophomore Jared Wolfe fires an iron shot In a tournament this past fall.
fmish in the top five, and that's what we did," Hunt said. "I was
disappointed with how we played at first. If we would have shot
the same score the first round the way we shot in the second and
third round, we would've had a chance to win the tournament."
The Racers will continue conference play this weekend at the
Grub Mart Intercollegiate beginning Sunday in Gadsden, Ala.,
host to Jacksonville State.
Alison Muglcrcan be reached at alison.mugler@murraystate.edu.

allttlebett*tJassstatlon.com
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Fuel
Express
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Collect cans for recycling! (55~Mb). Contact Jerry or
at Key Auto Parts & Recycling.
YOU CAN DELIVER or WE'LL PICK IT UP IF IT'S 100 LBS OR MORE
1850 STATE ROUTE 1215 ·MURRAY, KY 42071 · (270) 753-5500

Everyone Is welcome•••
Bring your Bille •d let us reason together...
Truth does not rear Investigation•••
We strive to worship and serve God In the same way the e•IY
disciples lid..•
Christ Is • orily creed •d the scriptures • OIQ giMI...
• Sunday Morning Bible Sbady - 10
• SUnday Morning Wonblp - 10:50
Sunday Evening Worship - &
Wednesday Evening Bible Study - 7.
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MAlCFUEL EXPRESS
2185 HWY 641 OR 1302 MAIN ST.
MURRAY, KY 42071
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Take 94 West (Main Street) to Doran Road, bam left go past
Murray Hlgb School 4111 St. on the left Is Holiday Drive.
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FREE
120Z COFFEE AT ANY MAX FUEL
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road trips, a little better
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and cheaper than most
places you can go," Baker said.
"A lot of schools go and there
is always a lot of stuff going
on. If you are on a budget, it's
a great choice."

..After Hurricane Katrina.
we adopted this as our philanthropy because the guys were
lookiiJ&
a way to impact

can also be a budget-friendly
way to go.
Ashley Henson can be
reached at ashley.henson@
IJUT'G)'Itclte edu

Photo counesy of webshob.com

STOMP THE YARD

Alpha Phi Alpha hosts
8th annual Step-Off
Staff r eport

Marla Moore/The News

Members of the Alpha Sloma Phi step team practicebefore Wednesday's Alpha Phi Alpha Step-Off. Alpha SIQma Phi was the
only fraternity to compete in the event

People all over campus were watching
their step at the annual Alpha Step-Off,
sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha.
The show took place at 6 p.m. Wednesday in Lovett Auditorium, with doors
opening at 5 p.m.
This year's theme was Eighth Wonder
of the World to reflect the fact this is the
event's eighth year.
Tickets for the event were $5 for students and $7 for general admission.
All ticket proceeds benefited the fraternity's philanthropy, March of Dimes.
The step show had three divisions:
independent, fraternity and sorority.
The order of the step show was as follows: Independent Division: Hester College and Sigma Alpha Iota; Fraternity
Division: Alpha Sigma Phi; Intermission:
Sorority Division: Alpha Sigma Alpha.
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta,
Sigma Sigma Sigma and Alpha Omicron
Pi.

Each of the divisions featured received

-

a first-place award.
Participants also had the opportunity to
take home the Spirit Award, an award
comprised of the penny award, given to
the organization that raised the most pennics fQr the March of Dimes, and who can
correctly answer the most trivia about
Alpha Phi Alpha.
Brandon Hester, senior from Ft. Camp·
bell, Ky., and member of Alpha Phi Alpha.
said the Alpha Step-Offis always an excitingshow.
"I really enjoy the show every year,"
Hester said "Not only because it's a wonderful event, but because it's fun and I
think people look forward to it."
Hester said this year's competition was
tough.
"Every year we want to see originality
and every year the teams go above and
beyond," Hester said. "You never know
what you're going to see."
For complete coverage of the Alpha Phi
Alpha Step-Off and all the 2008 winners,
check out the March 28 edition of The
Murray State News.

•
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Road trip music mix
essential for break
Dylan and Elvis Presley.
Kelsey Waldon, "Dirty Handa, Dirty Feet'" -

Staff writer Charlotte Kyle writes the music
reviews.

EP

I've been on enough road trips to know one
thing is essential for a successfu l journey.
While snacks and a hip pair of sunglasses are
highly encouraged, the fun level of an adven:
turc can be ruined by the wrong tunes.
Thanks to Spring Break, many students will
be hitting the open road. It doesn't matter if
you're driving 20 minutes or five hours - the
proper road mix is crucial for making the best
of your time on the paved passages.
Whether you're making a mix tape, a burnt
CD or an iPod play list, the song choices arc
still the same. Avoid slow songs so you don't
fall asleep at the wheel, feature your favorite
artists and never forget the guilty pleasure
songs.
After all. there is nothing quite as · fun as
singing along to "MMMBop" while stopped at a
red light. I'd imagine • as it has, of course,
never happened to me - you would receive
some strange looks.
If you're making your own mix and lookittg
for some good albums or you simply lack the
time and energy to put together a collection,
usc these suggestions as a guide:
Tyler Hilton, '"The T racks Of'
Hilton's voice was made for the road. "When
1t Comes" and "Rollin' Home•· are perfect traveling songs.
For a California boy, Hilton has a lot of country influence in his music. He is still recording
his new album in Nashville, Tenn., but search
archive.org for some of the free and legal live
recordings, including covers of songs by Bob

LaCenter, Ky., native Kelsey Waldon performed at Lovett Live during the summer but I
couldn't make it to the show - I didn't even
know who she was at the time. Now I know I
missed out.
With an angelic voice, clever lyrics and the
added bonus of feeling regionally connected to
an artist, Waldon deserves a slot on your road
music agenda. "Take Me Down" or "Does Anybody Care (Oh Mama)" would be the best bet,
but you can't go wrong with any of the tracks.
"''he Road Mi%: Music from the Television
Series 'One Tree Hlll' Volume 3"
The album might have the longest title ever,
but it definitely lives up to its name. It is no
secret that 1 am a "One Tree HiU" fan, but th is
album selection has nothing to do with my teen
drama obsession. This music mix has been put
to the test.
When my iPod died on last summer's road
trip, I was ill prepared. I had only a few COs
stashed in the glove compartment: Jack's Mannequin, I Can Make a Mess Like Nobody's Business and by Arthur "Ace" Enders of The Early
November and "The Road Mix."
Eleven hours in a car with only three COs is
trouble, but this album can be listened to multiple times with no worries. From Gym Class
Heroes to Dashboard Confessional, Mother
Love Bone to Lupe Fiasco. there is a mix of all
genres to keep everyone in the car happy.
Spitalfield, "Better Than Knowing Where
You Are"
Upbeat Chicago pop-punk to keep you awake
- sounds like road· mix material to mel

Photo courtesy of amazon.com

"The Road Mix: Music From the Television Series 'One Tree Hill' Volume 3• makes for ideal road trip music
because the mix of oenres on the CD will make everyone In the car happy.
The album is a testament to getting out of
where you're stuck, be it your physical hometown or your mental mindset.
After months of schoolwork and stress.
Spring Break should be a vacation from worries. W ith lyrics like "I've got wheels o n my
bedroom floor and oil in my closet," you'll feel
as if you're touring with the band somewhere
between New York and California.
T hat's a vacation idea I could get behind.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.

-

--

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen. but don 't bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try before you
buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Tennessee contributes more than great coUntry music
Whitney Harrod

Knoxville, Tenn.
Tennessee is home to much more
than country music. W ith a drive of
just under five hours. take advantage
of the best time to visit the natural
and
man-made
wonders
of
Knoxville, Tenn.
E.-cplore spring in Knoxville with
·
the annual Dogwood Arts Festival.
T he
Dogwood
trail's open·
ingweekend
is Aprilll-13.
Fr ee
bus
tours depart
daily at 11:30 a.m.
and 2:30p.m. Walking trails begin at
Fourth and Gill avenues and go
through 70 miles of dogwood trees
in Knox County and Oak Ridge.
The Dogwood Arts Festival, with
a parade at 7 p.m. Aprilll, will showcase local music and entertainment.
Nature also abounds at the Ijams
Nature Center, boasting more than
160 acres of rich history, wildlife.
boardwalks and scenic overlooks. At
6 p.m. Saturday. the park will offer a

open grounds. Headquarte_red in
Knoxville, the Home and Garden
Television Network recently created
the HGTV Walk in the Park to commemorate its lOth anniversary.
In the spring, you can witness the
rebirth of not only the dogwood, but
also the red bud and rhododendron.
Check out the Court of Flags fountain and the Interactive fountain.
Don't miss the Ugly Dog Contest
held AprH 19 on the Festival tawn.
The Knoxville Opera will offer the
play "Tosca" April 18-20, preformed
in Italian with projected English subtitles. Tickets start at $15. Recently
noted as Knoxville's best all-around
festival, the opera's Rossini Festival
will be held May 4 - 6. The fair will
transform Knoxville into a weekend
paradise celebrating Mediterranean
culture, cuisine and crafts.
Performances at the historic Tennessee Theatre and on Gay Street
will feature 26 different entertainment acts including jazz bands, the
Knoxville Children's Choir and the
Circle Modern Dance Co. Vendors
will sell pottery. jewelry, paintings
and stained glass pieces.
Stop to munch on some grub at
Calhoun's On the River, voted as the
best place for ribs in America. It
offers reasonably priced menu items

Visiting Knoxville is a must for
environmentalists. I jams will hold its
19th annual River Rescue Program
April5. The community· led program
coordinates the pickup of debris
along the 50-mile shoreline of the
Tennessee River.
T he Knoxville Zoo. open daily
from 10 a.m. to 4:30p.m., costs $16.95
for adult admission. Depending on
the day. the zoo offers camel rides
for $4. Premier exhibits include the
Meerkat Lookout, Grasslands Africa,
Chimp Ridge and the Red Panda Village, where more Red Pandas have
been born in than any other zoo in
the Western Hemisphe re. If you
enter the zoo after 3 p.m., admission
for the next d ay is free. Visit
Knoxville-zoo.org for information on
daily shows and keeper chats.
Don't forget 't o party your tail off.
Beginn ing in August, when the
Knoxville Zoo will hold its annual
Feast With the Beasts, where guests
over 21 can sample exotic foods and
beverages from restaurants and local
vendors.
In 1882, the World's Fair was held
in downtown Knoxville at the
World's Fair Park. The urban paradise has been transformed to incorporate commemorative landmarks in
walking trails, fountains and large

Staff writer

Photo courtesy of -<:fadc.phy.ornl.gov

Knoxville, Tenn., is a oreat escape for
environmentalists, with the annual Ooqwoods Art Festival and the ljams Nature
Center both occurrlno this sprlno.
free Living Clean & Green!: Adult
Frog Program, where you can h ike
throughout the property to listen to
fzvgs. The nature grounds are free
and open to the public daily from 8
a.m. to d usk.

like hickory smoked barbecue,
southern fried catfiSh, and the house
"ale" steak.
Located one block from the. Tennessee T heatre is the Downtown
Grill and Brewery. Open seven days
a week, OG&B aims to unite quality
beers with flavors of grilled steak,
chicken and seafood. Signature beers
tapped directly from serving tanks
include White Mule Ale, New World
Porter.,..,and State Street Stout. Th e
grill's copper and mahogany bar and
vintage hardwood floors invite
guests to savor the rich history of
Knoxville.
Checkout knoxville.org for more
information on attractions, dining
and lodging.
Whitney Harrod can be reo ched at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
Every week the College life section provides
fun and frugal trip idea~ Clip out each week's des·
tination and refer to It when vou qetln a rut and
need to get away or are rtching for an excitinQ
adventure.
If you kllO'N of an Interesting or entertaininQ
event going on within a day's car ride. send your
Cheap Trip Information and a phOne number to
whitney.harrod~urravstate.edu.

Also. If you qet a chance to oo to one of our
Cheap Trip destinations. send an e-mail to tile
above address to say howit went. Safe travels!

MURRAY
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Employment: Wendy's
is looking for smiling
day and night shift
people. Apply within.
759-4695

Employment: A Summer Job At Kentucky
4-H Camps: Positions
• are available as Camp
Manager; EMT; lifeguards; and instructors for swimming,
canoeing,
nature,
recreation,
rifle,
archery and high and
low ropes. Internships
are available. Watch
for our job postlngs
on Top Jobs website
at Career Services.
Deadline for application is March 7th. F
more information, visit
our
website
at
www.kentucky4h.org
and apply online at UK
jobs. We will be on
campus for the job fair
and interviews February 20th.
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{qf~- at~ you
just get to know them
unoerstand
them."
Instead of revealing how lo~ he and his
wife, Director 'Of Health Services Roberta
Garfield, bad been married, the profesor
simply said they had lived in matrimony
for years and years and years. The first of
these began when theY met while he was
attending college and she was in nursillg
school in Utah.
They found e3cb. other' aDd looked DO
further for love. ,_lib~ He
said they used to ill~e this with*
game in which they htici the tips oftheit
fingers inches apart and claimed they
could still feel one another.
"I don't think there was a time when r
really ever (doubted it)," Garfield said.
"When we met, it was like there was an
instant relationship.... I just felt J.ilCe from
the beginning that we would be together
forever, and we have been."
Years and years and two grown children later, the two still wake up next to
each other to spend their days in a mix of
joy and frustration that comprises longstanding love.
"It's just been fun," Garfield said. "Some"'times, she drives me crazy. She always
asks questions. She always wants to q_,..

ana

It

I
'

9}ie secret to.loaalng sut.b a strODJt'elli'donthip. Val~-- sail;\ can be broken
aown
one . . . .e formula.
~are~keys to~· be

u.ro

~ -o.r.tttD~e an instructive,.Mi

two ts to ItWe an,auemive ear and the.

third is to have a welcoming breaat"
In a world of easy marriages and easier
divorces, love like the Malinauskas' is
exceptional but not so much as tliat of
Ralph and Beatrice Barrera.
The Barreras met as c~workers lil a St.
Louts furniture shop in the early 1950s.
SOon. Beatrice said, they decided it was
time to settle down, and since 1956, they
llaVe ~ tbrop.gh .an endless cycle of
breakfUta. wodt frustrations and family
pdaeriQp in each other's company. Now,
they live tcpther in Hickory Woods
Retirement Home-~ of two resident
couples iil wti.lch both pat.tae11 are adll

alive.

11u! ye&{$ W111l:Ra1Plt. ibe sa!d, bmt
been pleaMDt 'nieY diJIMreed s0111etbni18t
but not too 'badly because -neithri oae . .
very d~to have their way.
~.each Barrera ~ved u coaafort
and suppprt fOt the othei. Rei' Deed was
his and vice versa.
~e (best) part was to ha\'e so~
with you and not (eeliDI ~" 1M .aid.
~ou always ,b,adeaah otlieJ' to go to.•

Casey 'I'JOrl:hQctt '*''-reached cat

-~c.e);m~-Dmlarra,)',~. - .

photo courtesy oi sxc.com

THE HISTORY .OF TRADITION •••
The origin of the "ring finger" - Ancient Greeks believed
the third finger was directly connected to the heart by a
route called "the vein of love."

The origin of the wedding - In early times, marriage by
purchase was preferred. Often, the bride was exchanged for
land, political alliance, social status and/or currency. The
goods or currency received in exchange for the bride would
go directly to the bride's father.

The origin of the bridal kiss - The kiss dates back to early

The origin of Saturday weddings - In early times. Sunday

days of civilization in the Middle East. Akiss was used to
symbolize closure of a deal, agreement or contract. In
ancient Rome, akiss was the formal bond to seal contracts,
thus the wedding kiss essentially "sealed" the deal between
the bride and Qroom.

was the traditional day of ceremony. After the Puritan Revo·
lution of the 17th century. the ceremonies were held on Saturday because Puritans thought it improper to be festive on
the Sabbath. .

The origin of the wedding cake - In the 1st century B.C. in
Rome. the wedding cake was traditionally broken over the
bride's head or thrown at her as a symbol of fertility.

Why the bride stands to the left of the groom· In
Medieval times, after the bridegroom "captured" his bride,
he placed her on his left to free his sword hand in the event
of attack.
Information provided by David's Bridal in Paducah. Ky.
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WEDDING COUNTDOWN

What to do,
when to do it
E:lame Kighr/The New5

Opryland Hotel In Nashville, Tenn.• allows couples host thelr weddlno ceremony inside the facility's glass atrium during any time of year.

Locating the perfect ceremony spot
Whitney Harrod

antiques from all around the world.
Ongoing renovation continues to fully
restore the grounds to its original
Choosing the right place to get married
grandeur. Private tours can be arrangl·d
may be as difficult as choosing the right
for $100 by calling Bramlett at 931-967dress. But instead of opting for the tradi8583. Booking prices are unique for each
tional church setting, couples can tailor
event.
their wedding fantasies to be as dreamy
Take the outdoors in at the Gaylord
as they imagine.
Opryland Resort and Convention Center
Couples may be surprised that Disney
in Nashville, Tenn. With nine acres of
World isn't the only place where castles
romantic indoor gardens. winding pathexist outside of Europe. Hundred Oaks
ways and cascading waterfalls, the r<.•sort
makes a picturesque setting for elegant
Castle, located in Winchester, Tenn.. is
listed as one of only 13 historic castles in
Southern hospitality. As a local destinaAmerica. Originally built as a plantation
tion wedding, honeymoon and lodging
house in 1830, the house was converted
packages arc available.
into a 12-bedroom castle with nine out"We can have the outd~1or feel without
door gardens.
the problem of weather since we don't
Now owned by the Kent Bramlett
have to worry about rain or snow," Kim
Foundation, the castle offers outdoor
Keclor, director of public relations, said.
wedding ceremonies and receptions.
"The Opryland gives r~·nplc sense of
Owner Shirley Bramlett has been
security and peace of mind. All of our
involved in wedding planning for
venues are under one roof."
40years.
In order to host a . ceremony at the
"It's the only place of its kind outside
resort. Oprylam.l requires the party to
ofEngland," Bramlett said. "We call it the
hold a food-based reception at the hotl'l.
romance in ruins because it is truly loveBrides have the choice of ceremony and
ly. Rosemary Verey from England
reception sites within the glass atrium or
designed our newest garden. She is con·
in one of the resort's ballrooms.
sidered one of the world's best gardeners
The Crystal Gazebo, with a capacity to
and even designed Prince Charles's and
scat up to 150 guests, costs $2,500. GaySir Elton John's garden."
• lordhotels.com offers pricing and a list of
At Hundred Oaks. most ceremonies
preferred vendors including florists, cer·
and receptions take place in one of the
emonial music, invitations and phmography.
• .
gardens or on the 5,000 square-foot aged
cedar deck. Bramlett said April and May
An award-winning culinary staff caters
are the most popular times to get married
receptions including a service staff in
at the castle when 2,500 tul~s will be in
formal attir~~
bloom. She said fall is also a beautiful
stage for a DJ ora oandaild-a:a~ce tloor.
time to wed. The castle 'can hold up to
Featured ml!nu items includes miso
600 people.
glazed sea bass and :smoked beef brisket.
T.he castle offers overnight suites and
For $74 per person, guests can enjoy the
Staff writer

Tennessee Country Buffet or the Little
Italy Gathering for $72 per person.
A carlover's drl'am is onl}' a short drive
from Nashville. Depending on the number of guests, Corvette enthusiasts have
the option to wed in the Chevrolet Theatre or the two-story sky dome. Rental
fees range from $400 to $700, but chairs,
tables and catering are not included.
Guests are free to roam the museum.
..This is a nostalgic type of place where
mostly car enthusiasts get married,"
l..wonne Hellmann, guest services super·
visor, said. "One couple renewed their
wedding vows here because they met at
the screening of 'Corvette Summer."'
Another unique museum to consider
holding a wedding reception or ceremony is at the Kentucky Derby Museum in
Louisville, Ky. The museum shares the
grounds with the home of the world's
most famous horse race.
The venue, featuring unique thoroughbred racing memorabilia, offers five wed·
ding-package rentals ranging from $25 to
$65:1 person. In the warmer months, ceremonies can tuke place outdoors facing
the racetrack on the Oak Terrace.
"Because they are free to roam the
grounds and museum, they have something to do," Jamie Montgomery, sales
and special events coordinator. said.
"Both race fans and non race fans want to
get married or hold their receptions
here."
A few of thl• many other unique wedding locations include the site of Patti's
1800 Senlem~nt in Grand lOvers, Ky, or
the Chalet Mountain Wedding Chapel in
Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.

U to 9 months:
• Set a date for the big day.
• Decide on a budget and how expeuses will be distributed.
• Determine the type of wedc:Uns you want considering the location, time of day, number of guests, formality, color scheme, etc.
• Select and reserve ceremony and reception sites.
• Choose the wedding party.
• Book your photographer and/or videographer.
• Start looking for a dress.

9 to 6 months:
• Pick out the wedding attire for the weddiq party.
• Decide what type of food will be served.
• Book the musicians, band or OJ.
• Book a florist.
6 to 4 months:
• Reserve rental items needed for the ceremony or reception.
• Finalize the guestlist.
• Order stationary, invitations and wedding programs.
• Set date, time and location of the rehearsal dinner.
· • Arrange accommodations (or out-of-town guests.
• Book any other necessary services.
• Register for wedding gifts.
4 to 2 months:
• Order the wedding take.
• Book wedding day transportation.
• Purchase your weddi:ng bands.
• Buy or make the wedding favors.
8 to6 weeks:
• Mail invitations and include a list of accommodation choices
and a map to key locations.
• Schedule any beauty appointments for the wedding.
• PurchaSe any last-minute necessities lor the ceremony.
• Have your formal weddiq picture taken.
• Send wedding announcements to local newspapers.
• Check requirements for the changing of your name and
address.
• Obtain your marriage license.
6 to 2 weeks:
• Confirm ceremony details with the offiCiate.
• Arrange final fittings for the wedding party.
• Finalize all of the details for the rebeanal dlliner, ceremony
and reception.
• Create a seating plan.
The week before:
• Do a final count of guests and nol:\(y your caterer.
• Try on your entire weddblg-day ensemble.
• Confirm all honeymoon reservations and p;ack for the trip.
The day before:
• Arrange for members of the weddinJ party to take care of any
post-wedding ana1Jiements.
• Provide everyone with a detailed schedule.

T~[ • ~~GNTIAL DAY ~PA
1309 Johnson Blvd.
270-767-0760 • edsmurray.com

Aveda Men

$13 Special on Men's Haircuts
thru March!
Introducing

aueda

men

pwe tof!Tlance·

it's the natural
choice
Book your
appointment

now!

day, March 29
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Student juggles wedding planning, senior year
William opened my car door,
got on one knL'C, and proceeded to
say, "I love you and want to take

Kim
Conklin
Kim Conklin is tlie
advertising
manager for
The Murray State
News.

care of you for the rest of my life.
Kimberly, will you marry me?''
After the now of tears, hugs and
kisses, I calmed down enough to
make rhc 1,000 phone calls any
new bride-to-be would make. The
next day, I returned to college in
Murray and th<.• planning began.
Going to school while planning
a wedding and working at The
Murray State News was one of the
most stressful tasks I b.we ever.
accomplished, but I assure you, it
can be done. William and 1 got
engaged Nov. 7, 2007, so when I
returned to school, I glued myself
to the computer 24/7, looking up
anything to do with wedding
planning and weddings m
Louisville, Kr.
After only a few days I had a list
of hotels I liked, photographers,
cake makers and churches. When
I found something !liked, I would
print it out and place it in a threering binder. This is helpful for
three reasons: it keeps you organized, parents like to see the price
comparison and when you pick
something, you already have nil
contact information.
'

Luckily, during this time I also
had my mom, sister and sister-inlaw in the area of the wedding.
During this time they talked to
friends and co-workers to get
referrals and advice for me.
My fiance was a major help in
all of this, too. Each morning he
would call me for a "to-do" list.
These "to·do" lists would include
any phone calls to be made while
I was in class. I found during this
time that simply nslting for help is
a must, even for stubborn brides
like me.
A few weeks after I got
engaged, we had a week off from
school, and I took advantage of
that. Making a list of everything I
needed to get done, I called many
businesses to set up appointments
or meetings during that week.
That week was hard - I cried, I
kicked and I was wom down. Yet
by the end of the week I had a
dress, a rcct'ption site and a cake
maker, among many other
"musts."
It all paid off and I was close to
being done. Also, when looking
for vendors. be specific and know
what you want. If you are not 110
percent comfortable, obviously
they are wrong for your wedding,

Relieving wedding day confusion
Mia Walters
Staff writer
Unfortunately in the real world, not every·
one can hire J.Lo to plan and perfectly monitor
their wcdJings, - that's where the wedding
party comes in.
The wedding party, according to WeddingsUsa.com, is a group of your closest friends
and relatives on whom you can d<.'pend.
The parents of the bride and groom each
have their own traditional roles.
The parents of the bride arc generally
responsible for planning and paying for the
wedding. They arc also eJq>ectcd to send out
invitations and decide on the particulars for

the ceremony and reception.
The groom's parents have usually held less
responsibility, but that norm has changed with
the times. Traditionally, they are expected to
host the rehearsal dinner and be willing to help
the bride's parents.
According to WeddingsUsa.com, the . two
sets of parents now usually work together on
all aspects of the wedding.
Two very important roles are those of the
maid of honor and the best man. As the closest
friends to the bride and groom, they traditionally carry more rcsponsihility.
The maid of honor helps with planning and
shopping for the wedding, choosing flowers,
and arranging the bridal shower and bache-

so keep looking.
Back to school - focusing on
schoolwork was the last thing on
my mind, but my parents rein·
forced that graduating came first
and I had to focus. Getting schoolwork done was all in time management and rewarding myself.
Sitting in my office, I would
accomplish a few hours of schoolwork, then reward myself by wed·
ding planning for an hour. From
there I would do a few hours of
newspaper-related work.
My advice to any bride-to-be at
college would be to breathe, ask
for help when needed, stay organized and surround yourself with
good girlfriends. Breathe, everything will get done. Ask family,
friends and your fiance for help.
They are there for you. Stay organized - keeping contact information and contracts close is a big
help in the long run. You are
going to complain and stress out
through this process, so surround
yourself with friends who will
take a minute to listen.
Today, my wedding is planned
and we have purchased a home
near Louisville. If 1 can do it, so
can you. Happy wedding plan·
ning!

Kimberly Conklin/The News

Senior Kimberly Conklin, senior from Elizabethtown, Ky., and fiance'
William Cyrus, nonstudent from Louisville, Ky.. are scheduled to be married
April261n louisville.

Iorette party. She is also in charge of the other
bridesmaids and is one of the people to sign the
wedding license.
The best man 'has a similar role, including
coordinating the groom's transportation to the
ceremony and planning the bachelor party. He
is also in charge of other groomsmen. He holds
the rings until the ceremony and offers the first
toast at the reception.
Some couples choose to have flower girls
and ring bearers in their ceremonies. These are
usually children from ages four to eight, who
will sprinkle flower petals in the aisle and carry
the wedding rings on a pillow.
Other important members of the wedding
party include the bridesmaids and the grooms·
men. They should all be prepared to help out
when needed, whether it is related to the bridal
shower, making sure the flowers arrive on time
or seating the guests as they arrive.
Stefanie Kozuszek. senior animal science

major from Pickncyville, IU., said she has been
a bridesmaid three times and a flower girl once.
"You have all the dress shopping, the bridal
shower, the rehearsal, the reception. It's fun,
but it can cost a lot of money," she said.
This is because the wedding party is tradi·
tionally expected to purchase or rent their own
wedding attire, which can sometimes be
expensive and not to their taste.
..All the dresses I had to wear were pretty
decent, nothing too embarrassing like with
puffy sleeves," she said. "Luckily, they were
plain and simple, not like those crazy city people. We just keep it real."
Kozuszek recalled her role as a bridesmaid.
"It's always fun. you get to celebrate, see a lot
of people, dress up and it makes you feel all
good to be a part of something like that," she
said.
Mia Walters can be reached at mia.wal·
ters@murraystate.edu.
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.Nail Spa
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For all students and Murray
eomnulity because we

• Gel Nails Full Set $25 appreciate your business!
• Regular Full Set $20
•Gel rdl in $15

SWITCH TO AMERICA'S MOST REUABLE WIRELESS NETWORK.

Unlimited Calling

• Pedicure $20

• Call anyone on any network in the U.S.
• Even landlines
·Talk as much as you want
• Flat rate of $99.99 monthly access
lktiV!l!IO.
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